Pre-Last List 2017 - we are waiting for all new Stormspell Releases in December and we have planned to send out a short list
when they have arrived (incl. Ancient Empire, etc.) ! Holy Terror, Tyrants Reign, Heavy Load, JATAO, Heretic, Naevus
Vinyls/CDs also available soon or in early 2018 !
The next Underground Power Records vinyls will all arrive in February (incl. the long awaited Metalian LP + Blazon Stone LP),
the Metalian CD will hopefully arrive short before XMAS and will also be on the final small List before XMAS 2017 too !
The Shop will be totally closed from 23th December until 1st January 2018 ! Our next Live Shop will be at the Metal Assault
Festival with the mighty Titan Force in February !

Brandnew Underground Power Records CD - Releases:
AIRCRAFT - Maximum Destruktion (NEW*LIM.500*80's HEAVY METAL MALAYSIA*RIOT*AMBUSH) - 13 €
Underground Power Records 2017 - Brandnew traditional Heavy Metal Killer from Malaysia ! For Fans of NWOBHM + classic 80's Heavy Metal /
Speed Metal ! 4 page Booklet
After their Debut Demo in 2015 which was a blast in the Underground Metal Scene - the guys are back with their full length Debut CD ! This is
the real Underground !
For Fans of Ambush, Air Raid, Enforcer, Jaguar, Cloven Hoof, Riot
LEGENDRY – Dungeon Crawler (NEW*LIM.500*US EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*E.CHAMPION*CIRITH UNGOL) - 13 €
Underground Power Records /Non Nobis 2017 - Brandnew 2nd Album - Fantastic US Epic Metal - Limited Edition of 500 copies only ! 12Page
Booklet with Lyrics incl. Cover Version of Lords of the Crimson Alliance !
For Fans of Visigoth, Eternal Champion, Argus, Cirith Ungol, Lords of the Crimson Alliance, Manilla Road or Brocas Helm
Featuring songs based on the short stories of Robert E. Howard, and original weird tales telling the story of an adventurer known only as the
Dungeon Crawler. This albums contains 7 original songs and a cover of the mysterious Lord of the Crimson Alliance!

CDS
ABSU – Barathrum: V.I.T.R.I.O.L. (NEW*LIM.ED*DEBUT ALBUM*OCCULT METAL*REMASTERED) - 15 €
Dark Symphonies 2017 - ABSU's debut masterpiece Barathrum: V.I.T.R.I.O.L. This ultimate CD edition of cult, 90's Mystical occult metal has
been newly mastered for CD from the original DAT Tape recently supplied by Proscriptor specifically for this release.
Quotes Proscriptor in regards to the sound of the the new master: "I just scrutinized the album in its entirety and it is nothing more than
pulverizing! Barathrum: V.I.T.R.I.O.L has never sounded ANY better". Rather than cluttering this reissue with non essential bonus tracks, we
decided to keep the album as a standalone as to not interrupt the flow and the power of the music. This CD will feature the original Gothc
Records cover illustration by Tim Phillips, as well as the original Osmose Productions band photo cover.
To retain the classic feel of the original 1993 release, the booklet is designed in the spirit of the original CD / LP layouts with attention to detail
even down to the original typeface! Also, included is a CD sized version of the 12 page booklet from the original 3 LP box set, featuring many
exclusive band photos and extensive liner notes by Proscriptor.
ASK A STRANGER - Stranger Things Have Happened (NEW*US MELODIC ROCK '91*AXE*JOURNEY*NIGHT RANGER) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - An absolute AOR masterpiece ! Originally issued in 1991 - Remastered Reissue limited to 500 copies with
bonus tracks.
For Fans of Journey, Def Leppard, Styx, AXE, REO Speedwagon, Nigh Ranger
AXEMASTER - Crawling Chaos (NEW*US METAL*MAIDEN*SABBATH*SHALLOW GRAVE) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - US-Metal, 2017 Album - for Fans of Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath, Vicious Rumors, Shallow Grave
AXEMASTER have been around since 1982 as part of the North American underground Metal scene. Guitarist Joe Sims the original founder and
constant member has changed the name a couple of times to THE AWAKENING (1991-1995) and INNER TERROR (2008-2010) before reviving
the AXEMASTER title in recent years. The band recorded “Overture To Madness” in 2015, their first studio album in 15 years. They return
some two years later with “Crawling Chaos”, which introduces lead guitarist Damin Bennett. The sound of the record is solid traditional Heavy
Metal with focus on the word Heavy, the twin guitar presence is all about guitar harmony.
BARNABAS - Approaching Light Speed (NEW*LIM.US WHITE METAL*VIXEN*DIO*RUSH*KANSAS) - 15 €
Retroactive Records 2017 – US Direct Import ! Brandnew + Limited Rerelease of this US WHITE METAL Classic !
Full color 12 page booklet insert with lyrics and band pics - Part of the Legends Remastered series on Retroactive Records!
In honor of 40 amazing years of Barnabas, this Retroactive Records reissue is packaged in a jewel case featuring a 12 page full color booklet
with lyrics and band pictures, and writes-ups from both the label owner, Matthew Hunt, and Doug Peterson of Down The Line Zine.
For fans of Rush, Dio, Resurrection Band, Vixen, Daniel Band, and Kansas (if they were metal!).
With the 1983 album Approaching Light Speed, Barnabas released what many still consider to be one of the very best albums in Christian
progressive metal. With this release the band pulled everything together and upped the “Wow-Factor” to a new level. With the raging guitars
of “No Freedom” launching the album to new heights, the album continued to progress and show artistic growth and maturity in astounding
ways. Combine that with cutting-edge lyrics, spacey keyboards interlaced throughout, and textured guitars building to new sonic extremes,
and metalheads everywhere were hooked. The recording and the mix of the album also went to new levels, allowing the depth of the music
and songs to shine. Each instrument can be heard perfectly, and Nancy Jo’s vocals penetrate the soul. Did we mention the guitars? They are
LOUD! They are METAL. And, from this point on, they would define the Barnabas sound.
Any band is lucky to make one album that is truly elite. When I say "elite," I don’t just mean great songs and great execution. What I mean by
"elite" is that this album is something that strikes a chord deep within the souls of many people... that steals the hearts of fans in sweeping

fashion... that adds up to much, much more than the sum of it’s parts... something that is truly transcendent. With Approaching Light Speed,
Barnabas nailed it. They nailed it with an album that is just as musically, lyrically, and spiritually transcendent in 2017 as it was in 1983. And,
let’s get one thing clear: there was NOTHING like this album in Christian music in 1983! The good news at the time was that fans were ready.
They were ready for something quality, something authentic, something real. And, with this release Barnabas did what they did on every single
album – they wore their hearts of love for God and people on their sleeves. Their new record label, Light Records, encouraged the band to
“tone it down a little bit.” Thank God Barnabas chose to be more radical than ever. Their courage and conviction would go on to help them
achieve critical acclaim and widespread popularity amongst a growing population of people who needed exactly what they were offering.
Approaching Light Speed has been digitally remastered by Bombworks Sound (Rob Colwell) and we are confident the album has never
sounded better than now!
BARNABAS - Hear the Light (NEW*LIM.US WHITE METAL*VIXEN*DANIEL BAND*KANSAS) - 15 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import ! Brandnew + Limited Rerelease of this US WHITE METAL Classic !
This treasured classic is packaged in a jewel case with a 12 page booklet insert featuring write ups, band history, band pictures, and lyrics that
make sure the album has never looked better! Must-have for fans of Agape, Resurrection Band, Daniel Band, Motorhead, and Jerusalem!
When Barnabas embarked on their musical journey with the now critically acclaimed debut release, Hear the Light (1980), there were few
bands doing anything like them in the faith community. There was Resurrection Band in Chicago, Bill Mason Band and Ishmael United in the
UK, and Andy McCarroll & Moral Support in Ireland. When Hear The Light came out in 1980, it was truly unique punk-esque with a Christian
identity. Barnabas, in their early formation, had guitarist Monte Cooley, who could write fast numbers with infectious distortion like no other.
What placed Barnabas on top of the rock pile were Nancy Jo Mann’s soaring vocals, backed by a beefy and intricate rhythm section. Songs such
as Savior, Directory Assistance, B.C., and Playin’ For Him are reckless and melodic, trademarks of the first album. Hear the Light started it all for
a band that would go on to have an immeasurable impact on Christian rock and metal. In honor of the 40th Anniversary of Barnabas, all five
albums will be/have been reissued by Retroactive Records in 2017! The 2017 reissue features a complete remaster by Rob Colwell of
Bombworks sound guaranteeing the album has never sounded better.
BARNABAS - Find your Heart a Home (NEW*LIM.US WHITE METAL*VIXEN*DANIEL BAND*JERUSALEM) - 15 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import ! Brandnew + Limited Rerelease of this US WHITE METAL Classic !
This treasured classic is packaged in a jewel case with a 12 page booklet insert featuring write ups, band history, band pictures, and lyrics that
make sure the album has never looked better!
Must-have for fans of Agape, Resurrection Band, Daniel Band, Motorhead, DIO, Vixen, Rush, Kansas and Jerusalem!
On Find Your Heart A Home, the remastered sound gives the album a second wind. The guitars and bass get their due place in the recording.
This second album finds Barnabas losing Monte Cooley and gaining two guitarists, Mick Donner and Kris Brauminger, who play quite
proficiently. Keyboards become a staple element due to bassist Mann’s love for full arrangements. Find Your Heart A Home has a myriad of
rock variation, from the hard rollicking to the blues-infused and even a bit of funkiness.
Swordsman and Way Of Destruction are a couple progressive rockers that still sound stellar even after repeated listening. The album ends off
with the memorable Southern Woman, reminiscent of Jefferson Starship at their finest. A solid album; consistent yet diversified.
In honor of the 40th Anniversary of Barnabas, all albums will be/have been reissued by Retroactive Records in 2017! The 2017 reissue features
a complete remaster by Rob Colwell of Bombworks sound guaranteeing the album has never sounded better.
BELL – Tidecaller (NEW*HEAVY/EPIC DOOM METAL*CRYPT SERMON*ATLANTEAN KODEX) - 13 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Heavy/Epic Doom Metal from Sweden in the vein of Solitude Aeturnus, Crypt Sermon, Atlantean Kodex, Witchfinder
General
BLEEDING - Elementum (NEW*GER PROG METAL KILLER 2017*CEA SERIN*PSYCHOTIC WALTZ) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - Brandnew 2nd Album from these German Prog Metal Masters, 2017 Album - this is a reference Album 2017 in this
Genre !
For Fans of Cea Serin, Psychotic Waltz, Depressive Age
BLITZKRIEG - Buried Alive (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM 7" - CD - REPLICA #10*SATAN) - 8 €
Skol Records 2017 - Brandnew # 10 - official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles. Cartoon sleeve, original artwork (front and back
cover), dynamic old school mastering.
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide. Originally on NEAT records 1981 and rare as hell !
CHEVALIER - A Call To Arms (NEW*LIM.500*FIN FEMALE FRONTED SPEED METAL*ACID*S.HALLOW) - 11 €
Metal Warning/Forgotten Wisdom/Rock Stakk Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - the best new traditional Metal Band from Finland
together with Satan's Fall !!
Classic NWOBHM influenced Speed/Heave Metal with Female Vocals !
For Fans of Portrait, Satan's Fall, Savage Master, Satan's Hallow, ACID
CLOVEN HOOF - Dominator CD (NEW*KILLER NWOBHM CLASSIC*REMASTERED) - 13 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Killer NWOBHM Classic Rerelease - a real must have !
CONSECRATOR - Image of Deception CD/DVD (NEW*LIM.500 COPIES*US TEXAS THRASH METAL*BELIEVER) - 14 €
Roxx Production 2017 - Brandnew US Direct Import ! Lim. 500 Copies CD / DVD Edition - US Texas Thrash Metal from 1990/1991 in the vein of
Believer !
Consecrator finally get a complete remaster of all their demo tracks to include a previously unrelesaed track! This is a truly limited edition
release and it comes packaged as a 2 disc set with a bonus DVD of the band captured live back on August 17, 1992 in a headlining performance
at The Refuge.
Originally the video was going to be a bonus disc for the first 100 preorders, but it came out so nice we wanted everyone to enjoy it and make
it a part of the complete package and history of Conserator!
CD/DVD package comes complete with 8 page booklet and housed in a jewel case and is a strictly limited edition pressing of only 500 pieces.

CROM - When Northmen Die (NEW*LIM.SLIPCASE + BONUS*EPIC/VIKING METAL*BATHORY*MANOWAR) - 14 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - German Epic/Viking Metal, 2017 Album, with 1 Bonustrack, slipcase
For Fans of Falconer, early Manowar, Bathory, Moonsorrow
Formed by ex Dark Fortress guitarist Walter ‘Crom’ Grosse, this is his namesake solo band with its inspiration unmistakably taken from Conan
and musically Bathory and early Manowar. As such, if its epic warrior metal that you crave, then look no further as this is what Crom is all
about.
CRUELLA – SHOCK THE WORLD (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*XINR*RIOT*RUTHLESS) - 14 €
Heaven And Hell Records 2017 - New limited to 500 copies US Metal Killer – 2nd Album !
EX-XINR, US Speed/Power Metal in the vein of RIOT's Thundersteel, Ruthless, Nasty Savage !
DARK AGE - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US 80's METAL CLASSIC OFFICIAL RERELEASE) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - classic 80's USMetal !
Dark Age was formed in 1983 in southern California. Bass player Jimmy Thaiger and guitarist Alan Foley had already laid the foundations of
Dark Age and joined by vocalist Robert Stevens, guitarist John Isaacs and drummer
Jeff Exx. This alliance forged an underground metal monster that dominated souther California in the early 80s. This is a true cult 80s
underground US metal release. Includes booklet with lyrics, photos and liner notes.
DELIVERANCE - Weapons of our Warfare (NEW*LIM.500*US SPEED METAL*BELIEVER*EXODUS) - 14 €
Bombworks Records 2017 - US Speed Metal Classic - Lim. 500 Remastered Edition ! For Fans of Believer, Slayer, Exodus, Metallica, Tourniquet,
and Anthrax.
Only a year after the band released the historic Self-Titled debut, the band released their 1990 tour de force: Weapons of Our Warfare.
Metallica created Master of Puppets, Slayer bludgeoned the world with the classic Reign In Blood, Flotsam & Jetsam had Doomsday..., and
Exodus boasted Bonded By Blood - all albums that would create the standard for all other speed metal releases. Weapons of Our Warfare was
that album for Deliverance. It cemented the band's place as iconic speed metal royalty. To this very day, Weapons is still mentioned with
hushed reverence among Christian metalheads as one of the elite speed metal albums of all time.
Guitarist Glenn Rogers had exited the band and former Recon guitarist George Ochoa had joined in his place. Weapons of our Warfare turned
out to be one monster of a record, a genuine speed metal classic. Each and every song is played with a feverish fury, and once again the song
writing is outstanding. Since 1985, lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist, Jimmy Brown had been crafting some of the tastiest techniques for
complex rhythms and highly technical rhythm guitar. Brown’s guitar mastery drives the album from start to finish, setting new standards of
power, precision, and stamina. The album shows marked musical growth with several adrenaline-driven, extended, multi-sectioned
compositions foreshadowing the band's later progressive epics. And the trade-off guitar leads by Brown and Ochoa provide first rate riffage
that will satisfy even the most skilled Guitar Hero addict.
A video version of the title track became the first Christian metal song to gain airplay on MTV, and it placed among the top three on that
network's Headbanger's Ball countdown for twelve weeks in a row! In 1999, Lars Ulrich (Metallica) hosted a show in which he named
Deliverance "Weapons..." as one of his top ten favorite metal videos of all time.
Weapons of Our Warfare (The Originals: Remastered) takes all the magic from the original release and magnifies it! Featuring a complete 2017
Digital Remastering, J Powell at Steinhaus worked hard to make it sound substantially better than the original, while still keeping the character
of it. The original artwork is expanded to a 12 panel booklet (many Weapons era photos and lyrics!) and packaged in a jewel case to make sure
this reissue delights all Mighty “D” fans, as well as fans of Believer, Slayer, Exodus, Metallica, Tourniquet, and Anthrax.
DRACENA - Cursed To The Night (NEW*SWE HEAVY/BLACK METAL*FEMALE FRONTED) - 12 €
Inferno Records 2017 - Brandnew Femal fronted Black +Heavy Metal shrapnel !
DRACENA's music is best described as a mix of Heavy & Black Metal - recommended for fans of Bathory, Mercyful Fate, Dissection, Venom,
Running Wild, Iron Maiden
Dracena was spawned in Gothenburg (SWE) during a stormy autumn night in 1994 to be an all female metal band, later dubbed as ”Sweden’s
heaviest all-girl band” in the Encyclopedia of Swedish Hard Rock and Heavy Metal.
By creating a mix of various metal genres, ranging from old school classic metal to the power of thrash with a touch of black metal and brought
forth by the lyrics of a sinister dark atmosphere of bloodlust and death, Dracena has been described as a cross between Bathory and Mercyful
Fate/Venom and Running Wild.
The new recording Cursed to the Night is a full length with 8 brand new tracks to be released by Infernö Records 2017. The album was
recorded, mixed and mastered in Studio Cave 2016/2017. Drums are played and recorded by Jocke in MediEvil Studios 2016 and all solos and
lead melodies are played and recorded by Fredrik Folkare (Unleashed/Firespawn) in Chrome Studios 2017.
Ola Malmström from Sorcery (SWE) is guest vocalist on “The Shadow of What Once Was”
EMBLEM - Same (NEW*LIM.500*CAN EPIC METAL/NWOBHM*BROCAS HELM*VIRTUE) - 14 €
Swords and Chains Records 2017 - Brandnew CAN Power/Speed/NWBOHM - Epic Metal Killer ! US Direct Import ! Incl. Virtue + Seikima - II
Cover Versions
For Fans of Brocas Helm, Manilla Road, Virtue, Visigoth
8 from 10 Points in Deaf Forever by Oliver Weinsheimer
Debut album from Canada's Emblem. Features 8 songs and 1 CD exclusive bonus track not available anywhere else!
Comes in a jewel case with 8 page booklet and a replicated silver press cd. First pressing limited to 500 copies.
EMERALD - Voice for the Silent (NEW*COMEBACK*DUTCH METAL*A.WITCH*SATAN*C.GLORY) - 13 €
Metal on Metal Records 2017 - Brandnew Comeback Album - Dutch Metal / Heavy metal with lots of melody and NWOBHM influences!
The Dutch heavy metal scene of the '80s has given birth to many jewels, and one of them was "Down Town”, a debut LP of EMERALD.
It was the only album of the band until now, when their long awaited comeback finally sees the light of day. A 32-year gap between the albums
is huge... Many bands fail to revive their spirit, but EMERALD fans have nothing to fear: the record sounds as if it was a "lost" gem from the

'80s! The songwriting hasn't changed (actually many of these songs were written soon after the debut was out), and Bert Kivits' vocals still
have this incredible youthful energy and feel, though now they're smoother, not as extremely high-pitched and shrill as back in the day.
The production is also totally old school - the fully analogue recording, engineering and mastering resulted in great warm sound, which will be
for sure appreciated by the fans. And if you're not one of them yet, but love old heavy metal with a great dose of melody and clear NWOBHM
influences, you will likely become one and put their new album next to classic records For Fans of ANGEL WITCH, SATAN, BLITZKRIEG, RIOT,
JUDAS PRIEST, CLOVEN HOOF, DIAMOND HEAD, PICTURE, UFO, THIN LIZZY, and CRIMSON GLORY.
FATAL OPERA - The Eleventh Hour DCD (NEW*LIM. US PROG/POWER METAL*P. WALTZ*MEGADETH) - 20 €
Divebomb Records 2017 – Brandnew US Tech/Prog/Power Metal - Limited DCD incl. Bonus Tracks
FOR FANS OF: DAMN THE MACHINE, PSYCHOTIC WALTZ, MIND OVER FOUR, KINETIC DISSENT
After parting ways with thrash titans Megadeth in 1987, highly regarded percussion maestro Gar Samuelson began his next chapter. Relocating
to Orange City, FL, Gar rented a farm and began converting its barn into a studio with the help of his brother, guitarist Stew Samuelson. Largely
influenced by jazz fusion and carrying the primary goal of simply achieving a heavy sound, FATAL OPERA was later solidified with bassist Travis
Karcher, Dave Inman on vocals, and second guitarist Bill Brehme.
The group's sophomore effort, The Eleventh Hour, began to take shape in 1994 with a 13-song pre-production demo. In 1995, however,
vocalist Dave Inman amicably bowed out, resulting in the addition of enthusiastic new frontman Andy Freeman. Writing continued, and FATAL
OPERA entered the studio in the spring/early summer of 1996. If their debut had offered an adventurous and truly incomparable brand of
technical thrash metal, The Eleventh Hour—released in 1997 (once more via Massacre Records)—found the band simply bursting with
energy—more melodic, more progressive, more of everything: sure to appease fans of other one-of-a-kind acts such as Psychotic Waltz or
Damn the Machine.
Now, two decades later, Divebomb Records is excited to reissue FATAL OPERA's The Eleventh Hour—expanded to include a Japanese bonus
track as well as an entire bonus disc freshly remixed by the band. Fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the package will
also boast a 20-page booklet including all-new cover art by Steven Cobb, photographs, lyrics, and a retrospective interview with the bulk of the
surviving band members.
FATAL OPERA - Same (NEW*LIM.ED.*US TECH/THRASH METAL*MEGADETH*P.WALTZ) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2017 – Brandnew US Tech/Prog/Power Metal - Limited ED incl. Bonus Tracks
For Fans of DAMN THE MACHINE, PSYCHOTIC WALTZ, MIND OVER FOUR, KINETIC DISSENT
fter parting ways with thrash titans Megadeth in 1987, highly regarded percussion maestro Gar Samuelson began his next chapter. Relocating
to Orange City, FL, Gar rented a farm and began converting its barn into a studio with the help of his brother, guitarist Stew Samuelson. Largely
influenced by jazz fusion and carrying the primary goal of simply achieving a heavy sound, FATAL OPERA was later solidified in 1990 with
bassist Travis Karcher, Dave Inman on vocals, and short-term guitarist Jeff Bloom—who left the band the following year after contributing to a
10-song demo that was not widely circulated.
Over the next two years, the remaining quartet wrote and recorded the group's 10-song self-titled debut, after which they were joined by
another fusion-influenced guitarist in Bill Brehme. Initially self-released on cassette, FATAL OPERA signed with German label Massacre Records
in 1994, which finally provided the album with a proper CD release in 1995. Cited by Gar as having been an "outward" effort—lyrically focused
on socio-political matters, etc.—Fatal Opera displayed an adventurous and truly incomparable brand of technical thrash metal, peppered with
melodic hooks and wild, jazz-inflected soloing.
Now, more than 20 years later, Divebomb Records is excited to reissue FATAL OPERA's debut outing—expanded to include two previously
unreleased bonus tracks. Fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the package will also boast a 20-page booklet including
reimagined cover art by Steven Cobb, photographs, lyrics, and a retrospective interview with the bulk of the surviving band members.
FORMICIDE - Demo-logy 1987-1989 (A Tribute to Eric Stevenson*US 80's THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 15 €
Dark Symphonies 2017 - Classic 80's US Thrash Metal Boston's finest and most revered late-'80s thrash metal acts FORMICIDE, to officially
unleash the complete discography. 15 tracks spanning 1987 to 1989, totaling nearly an hour's worth of raw, classic old-school thrash.
FORMICIDE was a late 80s Boston Thrash Metal band comprising of singer Steve Reppucci, guitarist Kevin Stevenson, bass player Roy Costa
with Eric Stevenson on drums. The group also employed guitarist Craig Silverman between February 1989 and June 1989. At the time, the
group never released an official product, although members went on to forge ONLY LIVING WITNESS. Originally released as a now out of print
compilation CD in 2006 on Due Process with standard packaging, this new expanded, deluxe reissue CD will be newly mastered from the
original analog sources for optimal sound, and will include a wealth of classic band photos, a new introduction from WARGASM bassist /
vocalist Bob Mayo, new liner notes from Jonah Jenkins (ONLY LIVING WITNESS) and Frank Sarcia (TERRAHSPHERE), classic flyers and and a
brand new, original cover painting from original founding member and guitarist Kevin Stevenson
GENGHIS KHAN - The Awakening & The Passage (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*SAVATAGE) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - Brandnew US Metal Classic Release including the 1986 ‘The Awakening’ demo and ‘The Passage’ from 1989.
For Fans of: Mercyful Fate, Sanctuary, and old Savatage Legendary Pittsburgh-based heavy metal band GENGHIS KHAN led by the powerful
vocals of lead singer JB Struzzi and the epic riffs of guitarist Brian Blake, Genghis Khan’s storied history spans 30 plus years Both releases ‘The
Awakening’ and ‘The Passage’ have been re-mastered and are being released on CD for the very first time. With a 12-page booklet complete
with original art throughout, never before seen photos, complete lyrics, and band history essay written by singer Jim Struzzi. The release will
be limited to 500 worldwide.
GUARDIAN – Fire + Love (NEW*LIM.ED. + BONUS TR.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*STRYPER) - 14 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - Limited Edition 6 panel insert with lyrics / jewel case / one bonus track
Fire & Love should come packaged with a rubber mat to prevent your jaw from shattering when it drops to the floor. Response to the album
release (1990) was overwhelming, and the video for the song "Power of Love" was included in the MTV's Headbangers Ball rotation. The
shredding melodic metal of their previous album is replaced by red-hot, fired-up commercial hard rock that is belted out with emotive power
to spare by the awesome Jamie Rowe.
Adding to the album's appeal is the legendary production talents of John & Dino Elefante (Kansas/Mastedon)! If you love big guitars (Palacios
rips!), big hooks (Motley Crue would be jealous), big choruses (Bon Jovi would approve), big vocals (can you say wall of sound?), and big
production (it's the Elefantes...what else do you need to know?), then you'll love this album, a true Christian hard rock classic.

Fire & Love earned Guardian a well deserved place at the top of the Christian hard rock/hair metal scene, nudging Stryper slightly over to share
a bit of the spotlight. At #28 on Top 100 Christian Metal Albums of All Time (2010, HM Magazine), #61 Top 100 Christian Rock Albums of All
Time (2010, HM Magazine), #18 on the Christian Metal Realm’s 100 Greatest Christian Metal Albums of all time, and #11 Top Albums of the
90’s by Angelic Warlord Reviews, Fire & Love offers elite Christian metal that still knows how to win the hearts, and touch the lives of fans
across the world! Fire & Love has been digitally remastered for this 2017 reissue, further enhancing the pure magic that has been thrilling fans
since its release in 1990!
HADES - Resisting Success + Demos 30th Anniv. ED.(NEW*US METAL CLASSIC + BONUS CD) - 16 €
Dark Symphonies 2017 - Limited 1000, reissue of the amazing 1987 debut album. Presented as deluxe double CD, complete a plethora of rare
demo and unreleased tracks from the band's personal archives.
Meticulously mastered for CD by Patrick W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony and designed after the original release, featuring original cover
artwork, taking elements from the original layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia.
Also included are tons of unpublished classic band photos, flyers and brand new liner notes from original founding members guitarists Dan
Lorenzo and Ed Fuhrman, guitarist / bassist Scott LePage, drummer Tom "Agh" Coombs and vocalist Alan Tecchio.
HÄLLAS - Excerpts From a Future Past (NEW*FANTASTIC HARD ROCK*HORISONT*T.LIZZY*HYPNOS) - 14 €
The Sign Records 2017 - Brandnew full-length Debut and it’s really fantastic. Steeped in the hard rock, proto-heavy metal and progressive
tendencies of the 1970s - a reference Work ! Digipak Edition !
For Fans of Thin Lizzy, Horisont, Hypnos, Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath, Budgie, Dead Lord, Winterhawk, Corsair, Wishbone Ash, Black Trip,
Saturn
Excerpts is simultaneously warm in its production yet cool in execution, swaggering through its 43-minute duration with Uriah Heep‘s
jauntiness and lively playfulness. Simple guitar and keyboard leads dominate proceedings, occasionally layering in Maiden-esque harmonies,
and entirely avoiding an overt reliance on Black Sabbath unlike so many throwback rock and metal bands.
HALLATAR - No Stars Upon The Bridge (NEW*FIN DOOM METAL*SWALLOW THE SUN*AMOPRPHIS) – 14 €
Svart Records 2017 - Awesome melancholic Doom Metal with Juha Raivo (Swallow the Sun) + Tomi Joutsen (Vocals, Amorphis) + Heike
Langhans (Draconian)
Digipak Edition - Hallatar brings you some of saddest Music over the last years ! Although a brand-new name, Hallatar features among its ranks
Swallow the Sun and Trees of Eternity guitarist Juha Raivio, Amorphis vocalist Tomi Joutsen, and former HIM drummer Gas Lipstick. In fact, one
could see Hallatar as an extension of Trees of Eternity
For Fans of Swallow the Sun, My Dying Bride, early Paradise Lost, Ahab
HARD ACTION - Hot Wired Beat (NEW*FANTASTIC HARD ROCK*#1 ROCK HARD*HELLACOPTERS*T.LIZZY) - 14 €
Svart Records 2017 - Brandnew fantastic Hard Rock (2nd Album) with killer guitar Work, fine melodies and the Rawness of Rock'n'Roll/Punk !
#1 in Rock Hard Soundcheck ! 9 from 10 points !
For Fans of Thin Lizzy, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric, Horisont, Spider, Deadheads, Gluecifer, The Hellacopters Hard Action’s debut album
Sinister Vibes (2015) was an unexpected underground success with its buzzsaw-guitar caveman brand of action rock, taking the band to several
tours across Europe. The second album Hot Wired Beat is set for release on Svart Records on December 1st.
The Hard Action of today is a slightly older, more street-smart, tighter bunch of hairy youngsters. Hot Wired Beat boils with the hot blood of
youth but its better musicianship and production values give room for certain more traditional aspects of rock music such as melody and
hooks. Tradition is the key here in other respects too; at times the record channels the spirit of the early 70’s Rolling Stones, at others it sounds
not unlike something Hanoi Rocks could’ve recorded early on.
On Hot Wired Beat Hard Action succeed in being both youthfully reckless and smooth, like scenes of violent street fights set to classic
Fleetwood Mac albums. Expect to see them live at an underground joint near you in 2018.
HELL FIRE - Metal Masses (NEW*US METAL/SPEED METAL*DEBUT ALBUM*J.PRIEST*METALLICA) - 14 €
US Private Press 2016 - US Direct Import - Debut Album from San Francisco !
Hell Fire pulls influences like the twin guitars and soaring vocals of New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement of the late 1970s combined
with the speed and intensity of the early 1980s Thrash Metal Scene
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Accept, Judas Priest, Metallica
Pulling from multiple musical genres with their mix of twin guitar leads, soaring vocals, heavy fast riffs and pounding bass leads.
HITTMAN - Hittman (NEW*LIM.RERELEASE + 5 BONUS TR.*US METAL CLASSIC 1988) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of an US Metal Classic + 5 Bonus Tracks - orginally released in 1988 (originally on
SPV/Steamhammer Records).
Also included as bonus material, will be the original 1985 demo, remixed and remastered faithfully to the original, making this the first time it
will have been released officially in the digital medium, a real treat for fans who have most likely only have heard it as a copied cassette, widely
traded through the metal tape trading underground, often duplicated many generations, with tons of tape hiss, and degraded audio quality.
The CD release has a cleaner, more vivid re-imagined cover art (yet still 100% faithful to the original) and will be accompanied by a generous
booklet of 24 pages containing never seen photos, articles and other anecdotes, as well as liner notes by the underground press’ first real
champion of the band, Kerrang and Metal Forces journalist Dave Reynolds.
HOBBS' ANGEL OF DEATH – same (NEW*LIM.SLIPCASE ED*AUS SPEED/THRASH METAL CLASSIC*SLAYER) - 14 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Brandnew limited Rerelease in a Slipcase Edition. 80*s AUS Speed/Thrash Metal Classic !
For fans of early Slayer, Infernal Majesty
HONEYMOON DISEASE - Part Human, Mostly Beast (NEW*SWE HARD ROCK*THIN LIZZY*DEAD LORD) - 14 €
The Sign Records 2017 - First print Digipak Edition ! !
Killer 70/80's Hard Rock from Sweden with unbelivable great Melodies/Hooks, twin guitar leads + awesome female Vocals !
For Fans of The Runaways, Girlschool, Thin Lizzy, Dead Lord, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric

ICE AGE - Breaking the Ice (NEW*SWE SPEED/THRASH METAL*FEMALE BAND*MEGADETH) - 14 €
GMR 2017 - SWE Import - Official Debut release from these Female Heavy/Speed/Thrash Metal Band from SWEDEN - Swedish female
Megadeth - they were once called !
2 Original Members + 2 new members and we have 5 old Demo Songs (new recorded) + 5 new Songs and it sounds all lit it should, oldschool as
Hell !
Speed + Thrash Metal for Fans of Megadeth, early Testament or Death Angel !
Ice Age hail from Gothenburg, Sweden and came into being in early 1985. Meeting through a music store advertisement, Sabrina Kihlstrand
and Pia Nyström formed Ice Age. With the roster rounded out by Helena Kihlstrand (Sabrina‘s sister) and Tina Strömberg, Ice Age were more
power metal oriented in the early stages. Originally named Rock Solid, they changed to Ice Age after the first demo. As the Ice Age sound
became rawer, they moved into playing very technical thrash. Touring several countries and playing many festivals, these Swedish ladies
gradually gained more and more popularity. By 1990 Ice Age had recorded four demos. Rock Solid (1986), General Alert (1987), Untitled
(1988), and Instant Justice (1989).
ILIUM - Sirens of the Styx "Re-styxed" DCD (NEW*AUS POWER METAL MASTERPIECE*RERECORDED) - 17 €
Nightmare Records 2017 - Brandnew Limited DCD - Rerelease + Rerecorded AUS Metal Masterpiece with Lord Tim (Dungeon/Lord) on Vocals !
3-panel Digipak DCD Australian melodic heavy/power metal band ILIUM reissues their debut album as a double CD featuring both their
bombastic completely re-written and re-recorded version with additional bonus track and new cover art with the original in one package - this
very special reissue hosts the return of ( Lord / Dungeon ) vocalist Lord Tim, who previously sang on the bands "Permian Dusk" and
"Vespertilion" albums.
With Ilium's 2017 release 'Sirens Of The Styx: Re-Styxed', the band has come full circle. In 2003 Ilium released their debut album 'Sirens Of The
Styx' with vocalist Mark Snedden and producer Lord Tim (Lord, ex-Dungeon, and who went on to sing lead on the next two Ilium releases) - an
epic debut with music by twin guitarists Adam Smith and Jason Hodges.
Now, six albums later, the band has revisited this classic with a fresh approach. To celebrate the re-release of the debut, the group's driving
forces Smith and Hodges have invited Lord Tim back to the microphone for a completely re-written and re-recorded version, featuring the
brand new track 'Ode Of The Trans-Dimensional Puppeteer' as well as re-worked classics such as 'Antigone', 'The Celestial Sphere', 'Incipience:
Beowulf Defeats Grendel', 'Half-Life' and the epic title track.
'Sirens Of The Styx: Re-Styxed' is the result of a band that has embraced the most dramatic elements of power metal legends such as
Helloween, Blind Guardian and Gamma Ray, combined with the classic metal bombast of Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden and
Scorpions, and with a few technical thrash and progressive elements thrown in to their epic mix to produce a unique yet familiar sound.
IRON GYPSY - Same (NEW*LIM.ED. 500*CAN 80'S SPEED/HEAVY METAL CULT) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Cult 80s underground Canadian heavy metal.
Available for first time on CD format! Includes 16 pages booklet with the complete IRON GYPSY story, lyrics & photos.
Limited to 500 copies.
JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR - Blaze Of Glory (NEW*LIM.REREL.*US METAL + 5 BONUS TRACKS) - 14 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Brandnew special 30th anniversary edition of "Blaze Of Glory", third studio album of the legendary US Power
Metal act, JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR. The reissue will include thick booklet with a lot of previously unseen photos, lyrics, new liner notes,
and 5 bonus tracks: 3 studio ones, and 2 live recordings. The album has been remastered by Bart Gabriel, who except producing last two
BURNING STARR studio albums, recently mastered reissues of bands such as CIRITH UNGOL and SORTILEGE, as well as the new PAGAN ALTAR
and CRYSTAL VIPER albums.
JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR was formed in 1985 by founding member and guitarist of VIRGIN STEELE, Jack Starr. After releasing four albums
in the '80s - "Rock The American Way" (1985), "No Turning Back!" (1986), "Blaze Of Glory" (1987) and the self-titled one (so-called "Orange
Album" from 1989), the band returned in 2009, with a new lineup featuring Starr, Ned Meloni (bass, ex-JOE LYNN TURNER), Kenny "Rhino" Earl
(drums, ex-MANOWAR) and Todd Michael Hall (vocals, also in RIOT V), and released the well-received comeback album titled "Defiance". Two
years later, the band released their next studio album, "Land Of The Dead", which was met with great reviews by critics and fans alike. In the
Summer of 2017 the band released brand new album entitled "Stand Your Ground".
JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR - Blaze Of Glory (NEW*LIM.100 BOX*CD + T-SHIRT*5 BONUS TR.) - 40 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Brandnew Special 30th Anniversary Deluxe Box Set Edition of "Blaze Of Glory":
•
Box set is hand numbered to 100 copies
•
includes the CD edition (remastered by Bart Gabriel, including 5 bonus tracks, thick booklet with a lot of previously unseen photos,
lyrics, new liner notes)
•
exclusive t-shirt
•
guitar pick.
30th anniversary edition of "Blaze Of Glory", third studio album of the legendary US Power Metal act, JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR. The
reissue will include thick booklet with a lot of previously unseen photos, lyrics, new liner notes, and 5 bonus tracks: 3 studio ones, and 2 live
recordings. The album has been remastered by Bart Gabriel, who except producing last two BURNING STARR studio albums, recently mastered
reissues of bands such as CIRITH UNGOL and SORTILEGE, as well as the new PAGAN ALTAR and CRYSTAL VIPER albums.
JACK STARR'S BURNING STARR was formed in 1985 by founding member and guitarist of VIRGIN STEELE, Jack Starr. After releasing four albums
in the '80s - "Rock The American Way" (1985), "No Turning Back!" (1986), "Blaze Of Glory" (1987) and the self-titled one (so-called "Orange
Album" from 1989), the band returned in 2009, with a new lineup featuring Starr, Ned Meloni (bass, ex-JOE LYNN TURNER), Kenny "Rhino" Earl
(drums, ex-MANOWAR) and Todd Michael Hall (vocals, also in RIOT V), and released the well-received comeback album titled "Defiance". Two
years later, the band released their next studio album, "Land Of The Dead", which was met with great reviews by critics and fans alike. In the
Summer of 2017 the band released brand new album entitled "Stand Your Ground".
JESS AND THE ANCIENT ONES - The Horse And Other Weird Tales (NEW*OCCULT ROCK*BLOOD CEREMONY) - 14 €
Svart Records 2017 - Brandnew Album with the finest Occult/Doom Rock you can listen to !
#2 in Rock Hard Magazine - 8,5 from 10 Points !

For Fans of Blood Ceremony, The Devil's Blood, Roky Ericksson, Jex Thoth Third time around for Jess and the Ancient Ones sees them take a
magical mystery trip to the dark side of the sixties as seen through the eyes of modern-day occult rock musicians. This time the band went for
an organic and human approach and produced a very old fashioned album, 9 songs and 31 minutes, recorded and mixed together with their
live sound engineer.
Groovy, heavy, psychedelic beat music? Hard death rock? Occult head-exploding meltdown? All of them and more. “I cannot put a label on it, I
just make it as it comes”, says band guitarist and composer Thomas Corpse, who also created the lysergic cover art to The Horse and Other
Weird Tales.
JINX - Stand Up! (For Rock'n'Roll Power) (NEW*LIM.500*FRAU HEAVY METAL ANTHOLOGY) - 15 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Classic 80s heavy metal from France available for first time on CD format. The complete works of JINX!
KARRIER - Way Beyond The Night (NEW*LIM.500 NWOBHM 1985 + 6 BONUS TRACKS) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records / Sonic Age Records 2017 - A must release for all NWOBHM freaks out there! Limited to 500 copies.
KARRIER was a classic heavy metal band from U.K. that back in the 80's released a killer studio album entitled "Way Beyond The Night". We
were able to trace the original band members and guitar players of the band Chris Clowsley and Ian Hall and thanks to them we are able to reintroduce their '85 only studio album to today's metal audience.
This is a very proud moment for our label, cause here we present you the limited CD edition, featuring great remastered sound, 6 bonus songs
and 16-page booklet, featuring lyrics of all songs, vintage 80's retro photos and detailed story on the band. And above all, ripping KARRIER
tunes like the legendary title-track, "Dreaming", "Summer", "Too late for love" etc.
LADY BEAST - Vicious Breed (NEW*US METAL*FEMALE VOCALS*SLOUGH FEG*ARGUS*MAIDEN*PRIEST) - 13 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2017 - Fantastic 3rd full length from Pittsburgh's finest - US METAL with awesome female Vocals of Deborah Levine !
For fans of early Iron Maiden, early 80's Priest, Angel Witch, Diamond Head and also more recent bands like Air Raid, Ambush, Argus, Slough
Feg !
Originally formed in 2009, Lady Beast quickly immersed itself in the East Coast live scene, developing a reputation as a band who can
seamlessly blend venerable NWOBHM sounds and thrash. Fronted by the charismatic Deborah Levine, Lady Beast's studio output helped catch
the attention of Cruz Del Sur, who signed the band and sent them off into the studio to record their sophomore full-length, "Vicious Breed".
Recorded at +/- Studios in Pittsburgh under the supervision of Jason Jouver, "Vicious Breed" is Lady Beast's most dynamic album to date.
Sporting a wide variety of moods and flavors, "Vicious Breed" features the speedy title track, downright heavy Lone Hunter, the balladry of
Always With Me and the straight-up rock of Get Out of My Way.
Stocked with soaring twin-guitar harmonies, headstrong vocals, pounding tempos and would-be classic metal anthems
LUNAR - Theogony (NEW*US PROG ROCK/METAL*HAKEN*AYREON*OPETH) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2017 - US Prog Rock/Metal - FOR FANS OF: OPETH, HAKEN, PORCUPINE TREE, AYREON Based out of Sacramento, CA,
LUNAR is a progressive rock/metal band formed in 2013 when longtime friends Alex Bosson (drums/percussion) and Ryan Erwin (guitar/vocals)
decided to get together and write the style of music that was always in their hearts: genre-defiant and free of restrictive influence. After
securing Danny Stevenson on keyboards, the search continued for a full lineup... but to no avail. Rather than delay their progress, the trio
decided to record and release their debut EP, Provenance, during the winter of 2014.
Shortly after the release of Provenance, Danny parted ways with the group, while Bosson and Erwin began work on LUNAR's debut full-length,
Theogony—a concept album based on The Nine Muses of Greek mythology. While reading about Melpomene, the Greek Muse of tragedy, Alex
realized that the concepts that these Nine Muses represent—subjects such as history, tragedy, music, love, etc.—are the backbone for most
creative output in this world. In keeping with the progressive element of the band, he had the idea to spread the musical and lyrical diversity of
these themes across an entire album: each of the nine tracks named after one of the Muses, the music and lyrics based around the theme that
each specific Muse represents.
Once more unable to flesh out a suitably complete lineup as writing progressed, Alex and Ryan decided to enlist contributions from other
professional musicians around the world—initially a handful of guests laying down additional guitar solos. With the eventual additions of Ryan
Price on bass and Chandler Mogel on vocals, a proper lineup for Theogony was set; and by the end of the recording process 17 different
musicians had participated—including members of Hatriot, Angel Vivaldi, Helion Prime, Berried Alive, and many more.
MANDRAGORA - Waves Of Steel (NEW*FEMALE FRONTED HEAVY METAL*PERU*JAGUAR*MAIDEN) - 12 €
Inferno Records 2017 - Brandnew Debut Album - classic melodic female fronted Heavy Metal from Peru !
MANDRAGORA's music is best described as Old-School Hard-Rock/Heavy-Metal highly recommended for fans of ACID, ACCEPT, SAXON, IRON
MAIDEN, JAGUAR
MANDRAGORA is a Traditional Heavy Metal band hailing from Nuevo Chimbote City in north Peru/South America.
The band was formed back in 2007 by bassist Jorge Mandragora with the arrivals of Pablo Campana (guitar), Fatima Natthammer (Female
vocalist) and Beto Alpiscueta (drums). Quickly the band started to develop their own style & compose their own original songs with influences
from classic Heavy-Metal & NWOBHM sounds and also started playing live in their hometown in local Pubs and Bars like “El Bucanero”,
“Dinosaurios”, but also found other stages to burn in the country. In 2010 - after guitarist Herman Gers joined the band - MANDRAGORA
recorded its first demo called "Steel Metal" with the help (as producerà) of COBRA's guitarist Nito.
MIDNIGHT PRIEST – Rainha da Magia Negra (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*C.HOOF*I.MAIDEN*J.PRIEST) - 17 €
Chaosphere Records /Impious Desecration Records 2017 - Brandnew limited Edition Vinyl Release - 500 copies only in Black Vinyl + Insert)
Classic Heavy/Speed Metal from Portugal - this is the sold out EP CD released with the “midnight priest Demos” as bonus tracks on vinyl - for
the first time - no repress !
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Cloven Hoof and NWOBHM in general – and mixed up with some actual influences from Enforcer and the mighty
Judas Priest !
MILLENIUM - Hourglass: The Complete Sessions (NEW*LIM.US HARD ROCK/MELODIC METAL*MASTERPLAN*RAINBOW) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2017 - Fantastic Limited Rerelease of an US Hard Rock / Melodic Metal Classic incl. 6 Bonus Tracks with Jorn Lande
(Masterplan) + Ralph Santolla (Iced Earth)

FOR FANS OF: JORN, RAINBOW, WHITESNAKE, MASTERPLAN & EYEWITNESS
From the late-'90s to the mid-2000s, highly respected workhorse guitarist Ralph Santolla (Iced Earth, Deicide, Obituary, etc.) was the driving
force behind four tremendous hard rock albums from his own band, MILLENIUM. Originally released in 2000 by Now & Then/Frontiers
Records, the group's third and arguably most ambitious effort—the progressive, metal-tinged, epic rock of Hourglass—was its only to include
the wildly impressive talents of Norwegian frontman Jørn Lande (Jorn, Vagabond, Masterplan, etc.); not to mention keyboard contributions
from Dag Stokke (TNT, Vagabond, etc.) and the legendary Don Airey (Rainbow, Ozzy Osbourne, Deep Purple, etc.).
Largely due to the spark of musical chemistry between Santolla and Lande—who instantly bonded over a shared love of similar music—
Hourglass was the result of more collaborative writing sessions for the group. Recorded over the course of three months at studios as spread
out as Manchester, England; Bøverbru, Norway (Studio Studio Nyhagen); Tampa, FL (Morrisound Recording); as well as the band members'
own homes; MILLENIUM additionally laid down several cover tunes by the likes of MSG, Rainbow, Sweet, and Jefferson Starship—only
released as Japanese bonus tracks or years later amidst The Best of... and More collection.
Predominantly well-received in Europe and Asia, limited shows supporting the release of Hourglass followed locally in MILLENIUM's home base
of Florida; at the Gods of AOR festival in Wigan, England; and throughout a three-show tour of Spain with Ten and Elyte. At a certain point,
however, Jørn—increasingly busy with other projects—amicably parted ways with the group, leading to the eventual return of their former
vocalist, Todd Plant, and drawing this portion of the MILLENIUM timeline to a close.
17 years later, Divebomb Records is honored to bring this stunning segment of the MILLENIUM discography back to the fore withHourglass:
The Complete Sessions. This 16-track collection finds the 10-song album and six bonus cuts from the era compiled onto a single 76-minute CD
for the first time. All of which is housed alongside an extensive 20-page booklet featuring updated cover art, photographs, lyrics, and a
memory-fueled interview with Ralph Santolla, conducted by Shawn Pelata (Final Sign, Oracle)
NECRYTIS - Countersighns (NEW*US METAL*ONWARD*STEEL PROPHET*DEATINY'S END) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - US-Metal, 2017 Album, Digipack, with members of members of Sue's Idol, Onward, Waxen, Pandemonium
New Band from Toby Knapp - Killer Epic US Metal again !
For Fans of Onward, Crescent Shield, Steel Prophet, New Eden, Destiny's End, Racer X
NIGHT VIPER - Exterminator (NEW*SWE FEMALE V. SPEED METAL*METALLICA*LIM.DIGI) - 14 €
Listenable Records 2017 - Limited 1st Press Digipak Edition ! SWE Female fronted Speed Metal !
Brandnew 2nd Album from SWE Night Viper - awesome powerful female Vocals and a Mix between Hard Rock, Speed Metal + Thrash Metal !
For Fans of Slingblade, Metallica - Kill 'em All period, ACID
OLD MOTHER HELL - Same (NEW*DOOM/EPIC/HEAVY METAL KILLER*ARGUS*VISIGOTH*SOLSTICE) - 13 €
GER Private Press 2017 - Brandnew Epic/Doom/Heavy Metal Killer from Germany for Fans of Argus, Doomsword, Solstice, Visigoth
Powerful. Vigorous. High-octane. Old Mother Hell are pure energy. Unstoppable like a battering ram. Merciless like a steamroller. Ursine
strength combined with melody.
ORISSA - Resurrection (NEW*US PROG METAL*FATES WARNING*KINGSBANE*9/10 DEAF FOREVER) - 14 €
US Private Press 2017 - US Direct Import - Brandnew US Prog/Power Metal with melodic Vocals and Metal Riffs !
9 from 10 Points in Deaf Forever by Michael Kohsiek ! For Fans of Kingsbane, In the Name, Shadow Gallery, Without Warning, Fates Warning,
Redemption, early Dream Theater - Professional Jewel Case cdr with Booklet + sealed. AUDIOFUZZ:" WOW. I haven’t heard progressive metal
played this well since Tool and Tyr. The melodies are tremendous, vocals strong and full of passion, the guitar work, well, the guitar work is
heavenly. In just over six minutes, “Resurrection” goes through many different changes, each flowing seamlessly into each other. This is
exactly what one wants from progressive metal. I can’t say enough good things about this band. You have to hear them."
ORISSA - Omens (NEW*US PROG METAL*FATES WARING*IN THE NAME*DREAM THEATER) - 10 €
US Private Press 2012 - US Direct Import - Debut EP in a Digipak Edition - US Prog Metal Gem from New York with melodic Vocals and Metal
Riffs !
9 from 10 Points in Deaf Forever by Michael Kohsiek for "Resurrection"! Professional Digipak cdr + sealed.
For Fans of Kingsbane, In the Name, Shadow Gallery, Without Warning, Fates Warning, Redemption, early Dream Theater
PICTURE - Every Story Needs Another Picture + Marathon (NEW*DUTCH METAL CLASSIC 1986/87) - 18 €
Divebomb Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of these Dutch Metal Classics from 1986/1987 - both albums on 1 CD (Pictures 6th and 7th
Album) FOR FANS OF: VANDENBERG, HELLOISE, VENGEANCE & BODINE Widely recognized as one of (if not the) first Dutch heavy metal bands,
PICTURE's storied career dates all the way back to 1979. Their classic first four albums were previously subject to Divebomb's two-on-one CD
treatment in 2013, with fifth opus Traitor joining the ranks in 2016 for the first time ever on disc. But the picture—pun intended—remains
incomplete...If Traitor had signaled PICTURE's shift toward a slightly more commercial hard rock direction in 1985, the transformation was
complete with Every Story Needs Another Picture (1986) and Marathon (1987). The previous lineup having crumbled under record label
pressures and musical differences, rhythm section Rinus Vreugdenhill (bass) and Jacques van Oevelen (drums, R.I.P.) soldiered on with new
members Rob van Enkhuizen (guitar) and former VANDENBERG vocalist Bert Heerink—adding keyboardist Ronald de Grauw for Marathon. This
mainstream-leaning and increasingly keyboard-centric sound may have alienated some fans, but the group's knack for hook-laden songwriting
and memorable choruses certainly took center stage.
Now, 30 years later, Divebomb Records is proud to present yet another two-on-one CD reissue including both Every Story Needs Another
Picture and Marathon—newly remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, and bolstered by band-supplied archival materials. This
finally completes the label's monumental undertaking to re-release all seven of PICTURE's pre-reunion albums over the course of the past four
years.
PROCESSION - Doom Decimation (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS*COUNT RAVEN) - 13 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Brandnew Epic Power Metal Highlight from Chile/Sweden for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Count
Raven
8,5 from 10 in Rock Hard by Boris Kaiser, Soundcheck #4

PROFESSOR EMERITUS - Take Me To The Gallows (NEW*EPIC US METAL*SATAN'S HALLOW*ARGUS) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2017 - Brandnew US Metal with some Epic/Doom influences incl. Members of Satan's Hallow + Moros Nyx !
For Fans of Argus, Canldemass, Visigoth, Slough Feg, Sanhedrin, Magic Circle !
PROFESSOR EMERITUS consists of well-known metal musicians of the Chicago underground metal scene, featuring past and present members
of bands like Satan's Hallow, Moros Nyx and Tiger Fight.
"Take Me To The Gallows" was recorded and mixed at Chicago Sound Lab in Summit, IL (from September 2014 to December 2016), with
engineering performed by Reuben Baird, and mastered at The Boiler Room by Collin Jordan. The artwork was done by the highly acclaimed
artist Adam Burke, famous by his recent works with bands such as Eternal Champion, Portrait and Pagan Altar.
PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT - Sound Of The Wind (NEW*ITA DOOM ROCK/METAL*WUCAN*JATAO*BLUES PILLS) - 14 €
Listenable Records 2017 - Following their Demo + their debut album "The Vision" + the special release "Magick Rites and Spells", Italian occultdoom-rockers PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT now return with their brandnew Album - CD- Digipak Edition ! ITA Heavy/Doom Rock/Metal at its
very best - for Fans of Blood Ceremony, Mount Salem, Wucan, Jess and the Ancient ones, Blues Pills
PURPLE HILL WITCH - Celestial Cemetary (NEW*DOOM METAL*COUNT RAVEN*ORCHID*WITCHCRAFT) - 14 €
The Church within Records 2017 - Fantastic 2nd Album by PURPLE HILL WITCH from Norway !
A must have for all Fans of Orchid, old Black Sabbath with Ozzy, Witchcraft, Saint Vitus, Witchfinder General and Count Raven
With their sophomore album Celestial Cemetery out on Church Within Records, Norwegian Purple Hill Witch hits a sweet spot in the metal
triangle between Angel Witch, Black Sabbath and Hawkwind. It’s that alchemistic moment where psych, doom, NWOBH, proto metal and rock
is molded and sculpted into a perfect entity. Whereas their debut album had more of a stoner rock vibe to it, the new album takes the listener
on a sheer proto doom journey past vast galaxies of swirling, Iommic riffs, blistering soli, driving drums and a steady surge of pulsating bass.
What really strikes through on Celestial Cemetery is how much atmosphere and true feeling the band manages to cramp into the furrows of
their sonic landscape – this album oozes with hallucinogenic visions of occult rituals and barren medieval country sides haunted by wicked
witches. As such it leaves an even darker, more sinister imprint, and if there ever was an immaculate soundtrack for when going witch hunting
across celestial cemeteries this would have to be it. Grab the magic wand and a copy of Purple Hill Witch’s new album before the next hunt,
you will need it.
RAM - Rod (NEW*LIM.1st PRESS DIGIPAK*DEAF FOREVER #1 SOUNDCHECK*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - Limited 1st Press Digipak
9 from 10 points in DEAF FOREVER by Götz Kühnemund - Soundcheck WINNER #1 !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Mercyful Fate, In Solitude, Air Raid, ACCEPT
ROMEO RIOT - Sing it Loud (NEW*US MELODIC METAL*NIGHT RANGER*BON JOVI*DAMN YANKEES) - 14 €
Kivel Records 2017 - US Direct Import - US Melodic/Hair Metal / Hard Rock Killer !
Hard hitting arena Rock. The album Bon Jovi never made !! Think Night Ranger, Slippery Era Bon Jovi with a wall of guitars and vocals.
This is a 10 song album that is begging to be played on a big stage or cranked in your stereo, car or ipod. Romeo Riot is a band of now bringing
back the sound of then with the production of today. Best of both worlds. Most importantly, this is a FUN record that will put a smile on your
face and want you to hit repeat as the last chord rings out. Who is this band? Well this is what their label has to say : What sort of fun
happenstance did we just have land at our feet? Well, forgive us for using such a term, but Kivel Records now has its own Supergroup.
NO, we do not mean this with arrogance or to appear boastful with a laundry list of a who's who of platinum selling musicians. What we mean
is, to "us", this is OUR Supergroup. This is our A-TEAM! These are our All Stars, this is our own Damn Yankees! 5 Musicians that have
contributed to the last 5 years of our success. Now all together working as one unit, and as one band. They have all produced, written, and
released some of the best records in Kivel Records two decade history. So it is time we let them throw a party of their own.
SACRAL NIGHT - Darkness Process (NEW*BLACKENED OCCULT METAL*KING DIAMOND*DISSECTION) - 10 €
Inferno Records 2017 - Blackened Occult Metal in the vein of King Diamond meets Dissection Features members of Electric Shock, Elvenstorm,
Lonewolf
For fans of King Diamond / Mercyful Fate + Dissection / Celtic Frost !
SACRAL NIGHT was brought to life in 2013 by Amphycion - after a few years of underground destruction with NECROWRETCH - when he
decided to let his blackest imaginary express itself to bring you into a world of putrefaction, procession to death, sectarianism in a medieval
horror..
"Darkness Process" - the first curse to be unleash upon mankind in 2017 through INFERNO Records features vocalist Antoine Volat (Electric
Shock), guitarist Mick Hellstrom (Lonewolf / Elvenstorm), drummer Morkk and bassist Amphycion (Sanctuaire / Necrowretch)
SATO - Leather Warriors - Sato Anthology 82/86' CD+DVD (NEW*US METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*L.BORDEN) - 17 €
Lost Realm Records 2017 - US MetalClassic Killer from 1982 - 1986, lim. 500 copies CD +DVD Edition ! For Fans of Queensryche, Crimson Glory,
Lizzy Borden !
SATO 'LEATHER WARRIORS - ANTHOLOGY 82/86' will deliver a perfect example of what 80s US Metal was: the energy, the attitude, the feeling!
Five talented musicians from the Northwest, delivering powerful high-pitching metal, full of great melodies and enthralling choruses! Fans of
83 Queensrÿche and 'Give 'Em the Axe'-era Lizzy Borden will surely be thrilled by it!
A CD+DVD deluxe edition limited to 500 copies, comprising the best Sato has to offer!
A total of 10 songs, taken from the original master tapes and digitally remastered, comprising multiple demo recordings from 1982 to 1986. A
DVD with never-seen-before live footage of Sato's last show, plus the famous performance at the Northwest Metalfest (alongside Koda Khan,
Metal Church, Overlord, etc). The booklet will include song lyrics, rare photos and an interview-biography with the vocalist and songwriter
Dean Jeffries.
SAVAGE MASTER - Creature of the Flame (NEW*LIM.1000*US METAL*FEMALE V.*C.UNGOL) - 11 €
Skol Records 2017 - Brandnew ltd 1000 Edition MCD from these US Metal Masters with great female Vocals – in the vein of Cirith Ungol - 4
brand new tracks + Death or Glory (Holocaust cover)

SCRATCH - Before The Rain (NEW*LIM.500*CULT 80's SWE HEAVY METAL) - 13 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2017 - Limited to 500 copies. SCRATCH from Sweden, made quite an impact back in 1985 with their only official
release, the legendary "Metalbreaker / Before the Rain" 7'' single.
With the passing of the years, the single became extremely rare and often misled for a NWOBHM release, making it almost impossible to find.
After years of searching for the original members, we managed to locate the singer
of the band Nic O'Noon who helped us put together a great compilation featuring the 2 classic songs of the single, plus 3 more songs,
previously unreleased.
This is the CD edition, which features remastered sound and all the songs transferred at the highest quality from the original master tapes.
Comes with story of the band, lyrics to all songs, great 80's photos and you
should expect nothing less than the known high quality of Cult Metal Classics. One of the most anticipated reissues of 2017. Swedish metal
rules!
SCREAMER - What Excites You (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*C.GLORY*AFTERSHOK*F.ANGEL) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records / Sonic Age Records 2017 - Brandnew US Metal Rerelease from 2008 (was only a card sleeve) - now in Jewel Case
with 16 page Booklet - Limited to 500 copies.
Perfect US Metal with melodic double twin lead guitars, the fantastic voice of Bill Carter and songs in the vein of Crimson Glory, Shok Paris,
Aftershok, Fifth Angel - a real must have for every US Metal lunatic.
SCREAMER from Kenosha, Wisconsin, USA need no introduction. Their 1988 album "Target: Earth" is widely considered one of the greatest
early QUEENSRYCHE styled power metal albums of the 80's, featuring sci-fi lyrics, killer guitars and rhythm section and the distinctive high
pitched singing reminiscent of top singers like Geoff Tate, Tom Malicoat etc.
20 years after their classic debut, the band returned and delivered "What Excites You" album, a more straight forward blend of heavy metal,
featuring great musicianship and some classic U.S. metal tunes.
For the first time officially, we now offer you the chance to get the album on a limited deluxe CD edition, which comes with a 16-page booklet,
loaded with fantastic photos, band story, lyrics, that finally does justice to the great music.
SCREAMER - Target Earth (NEW*LIM.500 US METAL CLASSIC*LETHAL*CRIMSON GLORY+BONUS) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records / Sonic Age Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of an US Metal All time fave Classic from 1988 + Bonus ! For Fans of
Crimson Glory, Queensryche, Lethal ! Lim. 500 copies only !
SCREAMER from Kenosha, Wisconsin, USA need no introduction. Their 1988 album "Target: Earth" is widely considered one of the greatest
early QUEENSRYCHE styled power metal albums of the 80's, featuring sci-fi lyrics, killer guitars and rhythm section and the distinctive high
pitched singing reminiscent of top singers like Geoff Tate, Tom Malicoat etc.
We now offer you the chance to get the album on a limited deluxe CD edition, which comes with a 16-page booklet, loaded with fantastic
photos, band story, lyrics, that finally does justice to the great music, plus a never released bonus track.
SHEOL HADES - Metal Disease (NEW*LIM.500 US SPEED/THRASH METAL*FLOTSAM+J.*INTREPID) - 14 €
Lost Realm Records 2017 - 80's US Speed/Thrash Metal for Fans of early Slayer or Flotsam & Jetsam, Pre-Intrepid
A limited edition MCD of 500 copies, with the 6 songs from the demo tape, 12-page booklet, including lyrics, photos and band biography!
Before joining Intrepid, taking the bass guitar duty for the recording of the thunderous 'The Message' mini-album, Victor von Glahn had
already recorded a powerful demo tape with his band SHEOL HADES! The tape, recorded in 1986, was named 'METAL DISEASE' and it was
definitely a appropriate name, considering the metal we can find inside it! Ravishing Speed Metal, with a fierce bass guitar sound and high
pitched screams! Old-school headbangers will surely appreciate this mixture of 'Hell Awaits'-era Slayer, with early Flotsam and Jetsam and an
obvious resemblance with Destruction vocals!
SORCERER - The Crowning of the Fire King (NEW*LIM.DIGIBOOK + BONUS*EPIC DOOM METAL) - 15 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - Limited Edition Digibook incl. 2 Bonus Tracks
Epic Power Metal Highlight for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below,
Procession
Limited First Edition Digipack Release with two bonus tracks:
- Disciples Of The Dark
- Bringer Of Misery
SPIRIT ADRIFT - Curse of Conception (NEW DIGIPAK*US EPIC/DOOM METAL*PALLBEARER*KHEMMIS) - 14 €
20 Buck Spin Records 2017 - US Epic / DOOM Metal - US Direct Import ! 4 panel Digipak with booklet.
For Fans of Pallbearer, Solstice, While Heaven Wept, Crypt Sermon, Khemmis
STÄLKER - Shadow Of The Sword (NEW*NZ SPEED METAL*FORTE*RAZOR) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2017 - Fantastic Speed Metal Debut from NEW ZEALAND ! EX - Razorwyre ! Follow up to their Underground Power Records
Debut 7" SATANIC PANIC !
CD Edition ! For Fans of early Exciter, Whiplash, early Slayer, Ranger, Agent Steel, Forte, Razor
Insane high Speed Riff Massacre with powerful Vocals and high screams ! This is classic 80's Speed Metal !
Back to the glory of the 80s! A neck-wrecking barrage of pure speed metal mayhem!
Welcome back to the glory of the 80s! With "Shadow Of The Sword" STÄLKER send you back on a trip in time to the wild days of raw Speed
Metal mayhem. Heavy tempo driven songs up to full speed! Your head will be crushed into a million pieces with a bunch of divebomboverloads, thrash metal shredding, blastbeats and high pitched falsetto vocals. You certainly can't ask for more. Songs like "Satanic Panic",
"Shocked To Death" and "Steel God” speak volumes. It's not only the forceful cranked speed of light that harkens back to early SLAYER. It's
those gnarly screams that echo from the deepest catacombs of your mind. These fearless legends are set to release a most sinister monster
album from their beautiful home of New Zealand.
STARBLIND - Never Seen Again (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*RIOT) - 13 €

Pure Steel Records 2017 - Heavy Metal from Sweden, 2017 Album - this is the album for all Maiden - Fans, who were disappointed about their
last releases "
Classic 80's Heavy Metal / NWOBHM for Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Riot
SUBSIDENCE - Portrait of Pain + The Take One EP (NEW*US TECH/DEATH THRASH METAL) - 15 €
Dark Symphonies 2017 - Michigan based technical Death / Thrash Metal band, the original Detroit's Aggressive Voice! Formed in 1993, to
reissue their long out of print 1995 debut album "Portrait of Pain". Additionally, including the "The Take One" EP as bonus tracks! This CD will
be designed after the original 1995 Get Rude Records release, taking elements from the original layout with attention to detail, even down to
the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are classic, unpublished band photos and brand new liner notes from original
founding member and guitarist Wayne Braden.
For Fans of Malevolent Creation, Morbid Angel
SYMETRIA - Same (NEW*US POWER METAL*V.RUMORS*M.CHURCH*JACOBS DREAM) - 14 €
Tripsquad Records 2017 - Brandnew Oldschool US Power Metal from New Jersey/US ! Killer Riffs, a powerful Voice + great guitar leads +
double twins !
Aiming to bring old school metal back where it belongs, New Jersey band Symetria developed out of the ashes of cover bands, yearning to
unleash original material from a love of Metallica, Iron Maiden, and Judas Priest among others.
For Fans of Metal Church, Jacobs Dream, Overkill, Vicious Rumors, Wretch, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest
TRIDENT - Power Of The Trident 2CD (NEW*LIM.500 NWOBHM CLASSIC ANTHOLOGY +BONUS TR.) - 17 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2017 - Limited to 500 copies. Formed in North Wales in 1980, TRIDENT started as a trio by John Owen
(guitars/vocals), Dave Alexander (bass) and John Pritchard (drums). They released one of the most sought after and highly acclaimed British 7''
singles entitled "Destiny / Power of the Trident" back in 1983. TRIDENT easily ranks among the most proud moments for our record label so
far. Thanks to the band founder John Owen, we were given access to master tapes of 18 songs in total, most of which see the light of day on
vinyl and CD for the first time officially. Not to be confused with another band by the same name from Glasgow, these great musicians
delivered fantastic hard rock / heavy metal compositions that had it all to get the band to the top.
TRIDENT ended in 1985 and John Owen formed FILTHY RICH, a great melodic hard rock / metal trio that also released a great single entitled
"She's 17 / Love Ain't A Fool".
This is the Double CD edition, which features all songs ever recorded by TRIDENT and FILTHY RICH, including both singles, the TRIDENT "Flint
Demo", the "Broken Dream" cassette album and additional unreleased tracks, with
powerful remastered sound. Comes with great fantasy artwork, 80's photos, band story and lyrics to all songs. This is definitely one of the most
expected NWOBHM reissues of 2017! Limited to 500 copies.
TYFON'S DOOM - Emperor's Path (NEW*FIN NWOBHM*IRON MAIDEN*DARK FOREST) - 13 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2017 - Brandnew 2nd Album from Finlands NWOBHM influenced Warrior Varsala, now with Ced Forsberg (Blazon Stone)
on drums !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Mercyful Fate, Dark Forest, Satan's Fall, Angel Sword Too often, classic or traditional metal bands get caught in the
vacuum of relying too much on the past. Not Tyfon’s Doom sole member, Tommi Varsala. Varsala’s innate ability to create classic, but timely
metal rung true throughout “Yeth Hound”, but it’s even more prominent on the band’s first full-length, “Emperor’s Path”. The album’s 11
songs brim with confidence, not to forget a production job that puts “Yeth Hound” to shame. It’s classic metal for the modern age.
Recorded from autumn 2016 to February 2017 primarily in Tampere, Finland in Varsala’s own rehearsal studio, “Emperor’s Path” marks the
first Tyfon’s Doom release to feature drummer Cederick Forsberg (Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas, Cloven Altar) who laid down his parts at Studio
2-takt in Sweden. This allowed Varsala to focus on what he does best, namely, melodic, surging numbers, stocked with flighty twin-guitar
harmonies and his throaty rasp, best described as the denim-wearing cross between MOTÖRHEAD legend Lemmy Kilmister and Destruction’s
Schmier. While songs like album opener “Tyrant’s Sceptre” and “Beyond Treason” are molten slabs of pure metal, the brilliant stacked
melodies that kick off “The Hidden Hand” and ride throughout “Moonlight” showcase an outfit capable of combining the never-say-die
melodies of NWOBHM with the bright melodicism of the band’s Finnish homeland.
VISITOR - Visitor (NEW*US SPEED/THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1993 + BONUS*HEATHEN*REALM) - 15 €
Divebomb Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of this US Speed/Thrash Metal Classic from 1993 + Bonus Track !
FOR FANS OF: HEATHEN, SANCTUARY, KINETIC DISSENT & REALM VISITÖR formed in the Orange County area of California in 1989 and honed
their chops for several years before recording two three-song demos in 1992 and 1993. With the lineup of Kurt Schultz (vocals), Joey Brown
and Rob Skyler (guitars), E.K. Wright (bass), and Tony Stanley (drums), the group then entered For the Record recording studio in Orange, CA to
track their 10-song debut album with engineer Eric Garten (Mind Over Four, Armed Forces, etc.).
Self-released on CD in 1993, Visitör put forth a high-quality form of the meaty yet melodic thrash that had been gaining momentum at that
time, with a vocal range that allowed the material to branch out toward a more adventurous range of diversity that should appeal to fans of
bands such as Heathen, Sanctuary and Realm. Promoting the release, VISITÖR shared the stage with Testament, Savatage, Lizzy Borden, and
others; and two of the album's tracks appeared on a compilation of Orange County-based hardcore and metal bands called Orange Crunch,
released by Lethal Records. Long out-of-print, original copies of the album have sold for $200 or more, and VISITÖR released a one-time
repress of the disc in 2010 to combat its rampant bootlegging. So now, nearly 25 years later, Divebomb Records is proud to present Visitör in
its ultimate form—including an unreleased bonus track from 2010 called "Masters of Nations." Fully remastered by Jamie King at The
Basement Recording, the booklet will include original cover art, archival photographs, and complete lyrics.
WHITE BOY AND THE AVERAGE RAT BAND - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL/ROCK CLASSIC '80*SABBATH/PRIEST) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - Now after all these years this album will finally get a proper reissue, fully digitally re-mastered from the
original tapes and released on CD limited to 500 copies worldwide, with a booklet containing lyrics and liner-notes by guitarist Mike Matney.
The CD version will also include 5 bonus tracks that will ONLY be available on CD version. For the first time ever officially reissued, and first
time ever released on CD. Fans of early Sabbath, Priest, Motorhead, Axe, Wicked Witch, A Band Called Death, Roky Erikson, The MC5, and Iggy
and the Stooges

WHITE SPIRIT - Backs to the Grind (NEW*LIM.500* NWOBHM 7" - CD - REPLICA #11*IRON MAIDEN) - 7 €
Skol Records 2017 - Brandnew # 11 - official CD replicas of the original NWoBHM singles, feat. Janick Gers of IRON MAIDEN. Cartoon sleeve,
original artwork (front and back cover), dynamic old school mastering.
Limited edition: only 500 copies worldwide. Originally on NEAT records 198o and rare as hell !
WRECK-DEFY – Fragments of Anger (NEW*CAN THRASH/SPEED METAL*OVERKILL*ANNIHILATOR) - 14 €
CAN Private Press 2017 - CAN Thrash/Speed Metal Killer Classic Thrash / Canada with special guest on Drums DROVER SHAWN (ex-Megadeth,
EX - Eidolon) For Fans of Overkill, Exciter, Annihilator, Exodus
XEN - Resurrection (NEW*LIM.500*US HARD ROCK*ASHBURY*ASIA*LEGEND*DARKSTARR) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2017 - Limited to 500 copies - US 70/80's Hard Rock ! A great album loaded with epic themed hard rock, combining
the 70's sound with the early 80's magic of bands like ASHBURY, DARKSTARR, ASIA (from
South Dakota), LEGEND XEN were formed in the late 70's in Cleveland, Ohio and were a super talented gathering of great musicians, delivering
high quality hard rock
with fantasy lyrics combining the finest elements of URIAH HEEP, STYX and other great bands of the time.
Vickie Verlie was also the keyboard player of another cult band from Ohio, VALKYRIE, who were an all girl band playing hard rock / heavy
metal. The reissue features all 12 songs the band recorded and comes with remastered sound, booklet with lyrics of the songs, band story and
great 80's photos.

BACK IN STOCK CDS
CAPTAIN TRIPS - The Dance of Untruth (AUS TECH/SPEED/THRASH METAL*MORTAL SIN) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2013 - Killer classic Technical Speed/Thrash Metal from Melbourne/Australia - the Songs are originally released on their
Demo from 1992 ! Killer guitar Work and powerful Vocals with high pitched Screams ! This is a real must have ! For fans of MORTAL SIN,
FORTE, AGENT STEEL, FLOTSAM & JETSAM, NOTHING SACRED, BEZERKER, RAMPAGE
LEATHER HEART - Comeback (NEW*MELODIC HEAVY METAL*DEAF LEPPARD*DIO*RAINBOW) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - Killer melodic Heavy Metal from Spain - For fans of Whitesnake, Rainbow, early Def Leppard, Dio, Skid Row
TYRANT - Too Late to Pray (NEW*US METALCLASSIC *LIM.30th ANNIV.ED.*5 BONUS TR.) - 14 €
Blood and Iron Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of this US Metal Classic !
California's TYRANT were formed in the late 70s, but their first demos came in 82. The band signed to Metal Blade in 83 and in 85 their debut
album "Legions of the Dead" assaulted the most dedicated metalheads ears in North America, then spreading all over the globe, earning a
solid fanbase in Europe. After 2 years of successful sales and live shows with other popular bands such as Slayer, Agent Steel, etc., the band
records the follow-up album "Too Late to Pray" with more evident Doom influences contrasting with their prototype Power/Thrash sound they
shaped in their debut album "Legions of the Dead".
For a long time that this album was not released on CD in europe, so Blood & Iron decided to work directly with founder and Bass Player Greg
May to deliver an expanded edition with rare bonus tracks taken from their first studio demo (recorded October 13th, 1982) and second studio
recording in 1983, delivering the first version of "Battle of Armageddon" available originally on the world famous Metal Massacre compilation
LP (volume III).
The graphic content was also carefully put together through 24 pages, with many rare photos, memorabilia pics and an extensive biography
written by Greg himself with all the information that fans want to know.
TYRANT - Legions of the Dead (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC *LIM.ED. + 7 BONUS TR.)
Blood and Iron Records 2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of this US Metal Classic !
California's TYRANT were formed in the late 70s, but their first demos came in 82. The band signed to Metal Blade in 83 and in 85 their debut
album "Legions of the Dead" assaulted the most dedicated metalheads ears in North America, then spreading all over the globe, earning a
solid fanbase in Europe. The Album was during two months in Kerrang Magazine Top 10 Import Albums and got rave reviews everywhere.
Their sound could be compared with other labels successful acts such as Trouble and Omen but in a league of their own, Tyrant cemented
their own style (image included) which some like to call "Apocalyptic Metal".
For a long time that this album was not released on CD in europe, so Blood & Iron decided to work directly with founder and Bass Player Greg
May to deliver an expanded 30th year anniversary edition with rare bonus tracks taken from their first rehearsal demo recorded on the 3rd
October, 1982. This demo has 7 tracks and it was transferred only very recently, from 2" Reel Tape, directly to digital to be featured for the
first time as an anniversary present from the band and the label to the fans.
The graphic content also was carefully put together through 24 pages, with many rare photos, memorabilia pics and an extensive biography
written by Greg himself with all the information that fans want to know.

VINYL
AUROCH - From Forgotten Worlds (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*CAN DEATH/THRASH METAL KILLER) - 16 €
20 Buck Spin Records 2016 - US Direct Import - Limited Edition on Black Vinyl - for the first time on wax (Originally released digitally in 2012) !
Looming over Vancouver, BC is an invisible dark energy, trapped in shadow, that imbues the region’s Death Metal,with a most turbulent
methodology. Blasting outside time and out of mind, reaching deep into the lowest places of the Earth, the inhuman entity called Auroch
encapsulates the distant thousand eyed doom of the cosmos, long hidden, frozen to the core and ripe to be awakened once more.
From Forgotten Worlds assails throughout its duration, summoning incongruous black symmetry, with onerous Dark Death Metal chaos that
extends a direct blood lineage began by Morbid Angel, Gorguts, Timeghoul, Kataklysm, Cryptopsy and other reapers of the whirlwind. Rites

such as Pathogenic Talisman (For Total Temporal Collapse), Fleshless Ascension (Paths Of Dawn) and the opening title hymn rip across the
skies rending flesh from sickly bones of the fallen.
AVENGER - Prayers Of Steel/Depraved To Black BOX (NEW*LIM.100*DLP + LP + SHIRT+BONUS) - 75 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - German Power/Speed Metal CULT !
Killer Box Set, lim. to 100 copies, both AVENGER Albums in split col./black Vinyl, with 16 Bonustracks, T-Shirt, lanyard
AVENGER - Depraved To Black (NEW*LIM.166 SPLATTER V.*CULT GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL) - 17 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - German Power/Speed Metal CULT !
2017 Rerelease, lim. to 166 copies, black/silver splatter vinyl, with 4 Bonustracks, insert
AVENGER - Depraved To Black (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*CULT GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL) - 16 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - German Power/Speed Metal CULT !
2017 Rerelease, lim. to 400 Black vinyl, with 4 Bonustracks, insert
AXEMASTER - Blessing In The Skies (NEW*LIM.200 DLP BLACK V.*US METAL*GRAVEN IMAGE) - 22 €
Pure Steel Records 2017 - US Power Metal from 1987 with 10 Bonustracks - Killer US Metal
Double Black Vinyl, insert, lim. to 200 copies worldwide only !!!!
For Fans of Thruster, Damien, Ded Engine, Graven Image or Serpents Knight
BELL - Tidecaller (NEW*LIM.300 RED V.*W.GENERAL*SOLITUDE AETURNUS) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2017 – Lim. transparent blood red vinyl, ltd 300, insert
Heavy/Epic Doom Metal from Sweden in the vein of Solitude Aeturnus, Crypt Sermon, Atlantean Kodex, Witchfinder General
BELL - Tidecaller (NEW*LIM. 200 BLACK VINYL*EPIC DOOM METAL*A.KODEX) - 16 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited black vinyl, insert, ltd 200
Heavy/Epic Doom Metal from Sweden in the vein of Solitude Aeturnus, Crypt Sermon, Atlantean Kodex, Witchfinder General
CARDINALS FOLLY - Deranged Pagan Sons (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*DOOM METAL*REVEREND BIZARRE) - 16 €
Topillo Records 2017 - Finland´s dark princes of the riff, doom metal cult CARDINALS FOLLY with their brandnew 4th album “Deranged Pagan
Sons”
Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert ! Killer Epic + traditional Doom Metal from Finland ! For Fans of Witchfinder General,
Reverend Bizarre, The Wandering Midget, Saint Vitus Dabbling in the world of occultism, weird tales, pagan rites and luciferian depravity, the
band has recorded an album consisting 8 powerful, even wild anthems of heavy doom and metal mastery, that never let their savage grip go,
despite of going on a varied 48-minute fiery ´n´ groovy metal adventure, where the only rule is to doom in, drop out, rock hard & stay true.
Their style is taken from likes of WITCHFINDER GENERAL and their local home town friends, REVEREND BIZARRE
CHAINSAW - Filthy Blasphemy (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*GRE THRASH METAL*DESASTER*SODOM) - 15 €
Diabolical Might Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 400 Black with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve
Vinyl mastering by Andi Süss
Brandnew 2nd Album from these Greek Thrashers - oldschool Thrash Metal in the Teutonic way !
For Fans of Desaster, Sodom (Obsesssed - Era), Possessed, Venom or Kreator
CHRISTILLOW - Standing in the Rain (LIM.250 YELLOW V.*US 80's MELODIC METAL*LIM.500*MALICE*GRAND PRIX*DOKKEN) - 25 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2017 - Fantastic 80's US Melodic Metal - Limited to only 250 copies in Yellow Vinyl - Reissue of their 1990 cassette on
yellow vinyl. Mastered specially for vinyl ! With download card signed by Michael and Ken and lyric insert
For fans of Malice, Leatherwolf, Angel, Grand Prix, Pretty Maids, Dokken, Sacred Warrior
CLOVEN HOOF - Dominator (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC*REMASTERED) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 200, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, mastered for vinyl by Patrick
W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony
Killer NWOBHM Classic Rerelease - a real must have !
CLOVEN HOOF - Dominator (NEW*LIM.200 BLUE V.*NWOBHM CLASSIC*REMASTERED) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in transparent electric blue vinyl, ltd 200, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, mastered
for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony
Killer NWOBHM Classic Rerelease - a real must have !
CONSECRATOR - Image of Deception (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*US TEXAS THRASH METAL*BELIEVER) - 30 €
Roxx Production 2017 - Brandnew US Direct Import ! Lim. 150 copies in Black Vinyl, US Texas Thrash Metal from 1990/1991 in the vein of
Believer !
Consecrator finally get a vinyl release! This is a truly limited edition release and is number 7 in the exclusive Roxx Records underground series.
Past releases from Oracle, Ultimatum and Saint sold out in record time, so dont wait to long to order this one!
This hand numbered edition will be a black vinyl pressing and there will only be 150 pieces available. This vinyl also comes with a Limited
Edition black and white 8x10 promo photo and a special additional printed piece featuring a brand new interview with Consecrator guitarist
James Chavez. This is a truly special Limited Edition package.
Containing the original Image of Deception release tracks and a previously unreleased track remastered for vinyl by Rob Colwell and with new
and upgraded artwork and packaging from Scott Waters.
COVEN - The Advent (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*JAP METAL/NWOBHM*I.MAIDEN*ANTHEM*M.FATE) - 18 €

Svart Records 2017 - New Wave of Japanese Language British Heavy Metal! For Fans of Iron Maiden, Angel Witch, Mercyful Fate, Loudness,
Anthem, Outrage, Tygers, Blitzkrieg, Night Demon - fantastic double twins ! Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert!
Coven, the dynamic duo of Akihiro Ito and TAKA, begun in 2016. The Tokyo-based Heavy Metal band worship at the altar of the likes of Iron
Maiden and other NWOBHM bands, Mercyful Fate, Metallica and Manowar. However, the band’s approach is an original one in the sense that
they bring in their Japanese heritage to the mix. “We want to retain our Japanese identity and originality, we want to bring our own Japanese
metal to the world”, the band comments.
COVEN - The Advent (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER V.*JAP METAL/NWOBHM*I.MAIDEN*ANTHEM*M.FATE) - 19 €
Svart Records 2017 - New Wave of Japanese Language British Heavy Metal! For Fans of Iron Maiden, Angel Witch, Mercyful Fate, Loudness,
Anthem, Outrage, Tygers, Blitzkrieg, Night Demon - fantastic double twins !Limited Edition of 200 copies in SPLATTER Vinyl + Insert!
Coven, the dynamic duo of Akihiro Ito and TAKA, begun in 2016. The Tokyo-based Heavy Metal band worship at the altar of the likes of Iron
Maiden and other NWOBHM bands, Mercyful Fate, Metallica and Manowar. However, the band’s approach is an original one in the sense that
they bring in their Japanese heritage to the mix. “We want to retain our Japanese identity and originality, we want to bring our own Japanese
metal to the world”, the band comments.
ELECTRIC SWAN - Windblown (NEW*LIM.DLP BLACK V.*HARD/PSYCHO/BLUES ROCK/METAL*GOLDEN GRASS) - 28 €
Black Widow Records 2017 - Brandnew Limited DLP Edition, 500 copies in 180gr. Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover + Insert
Fantastic female fronted Hard Rock / Blues Rock / Psychedelic Metal - highly recommended
For Fans of Black Sabbath, Golden Grass, Uriah Heep, Horisont, Palace of the King, Wolfmother, Blues Pills, Grand Funk Railroad
GRAVEN IMAGE - People in Hell want Ice Water (NEW*LIM.12" BLACK V.*US METAL CLASSIC EP*LIEGE LORD) - 22 €
Rockhaus America Records 1984/2017 - Brandnew Limited Rerelease of this legendary US Metal Classic EP - US Direct Import directly from Rob
Griffin !
12" EP with 4 page Insert incl. Lyrics + big Sticker !
Some of the best US Metal Songs ever in the vein of Liege Lord, Griffin or Hexx !
GUARDIAN – Fire + Love (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*STRYPER) - 24 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - Limited Edition with spine, white record sleeve, color insert (with band pic and lyrics) - 300 x Black Vinyl
Fire & Love should come packaged with a rubber mat to prevent your jaw from shattering when it drops to the floor. Response to the album
release (1990) was overwhelming, and the video for the song "Power of Love" was included in the MTV's Headbangers Ball rotation. The
shredding melodic metal of their previous album is replaced by red-hot, fired-up commercial hard rock that is belted out with emotive power
to spare by the awesome Jamie Rowe.
Adding to the album's appeal is the legendary production talents of John & Dino Elefante (Kansas/Mastedon)! If you love big guitars (Palacios
rips!), big hooks (Motley Crue would be jealous), big choruses (Bon Jovi would approve), big vocals (can you say wall of sound?), and big
production (it's the Elefantes...what else do you need to know?), then you'll love this album, a true Christian hard rock classic.
Fire & Love earned Guardian a well deserved place at the top of the Christian hard rock/hair metal scene, nudging Stryper slightly over to share
a bit of the spotlight. At #28 on Top 100 Christian Metal Albums of All Time (2010, HM Magazine), #61 Top 100 Christian Rock Albums of All
Time (2010, HM Magazine), #18 on the Christian Metal Realm’s 100 Greatest Christian Metal Albums of all time, and #11 Top Albums of the
90’s by Angelic Warlord Reviews, Fire & Love offers elite Christian metal that still knows how to win the hearts, and touch the lives of fans
across the world! Fire & Love has been digitally remastered for this 2017 reissue, further enhancing the pure magic that has been thrilling fans
since its release in 1990!
GUARDIAN – Fire + Love (NEW*LIM.200 ORANGE V.*US WHITE MELODIC METAL*STRYPER) - 26 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - Limited Edition with spine, white record sleeve, color insert (with band pic and lyrics) - 200 x ORANGE Vinyl
HÄLLAS - Excerpts From a Future Past (NEW*LIM.250 BLUE V.*FANTASTIC HARD ROCK*HORISONT*T.LIZZY*HYPNOS) - 22 €
The Sign Records 2017 - Brandnew full-length Debut and it’s really fantastic. Limited Edition of 250 copies in Blue Vinyl with printed
Innerlseeves - SWE Import !
Steeped in the hard rock, proto-heavy metal and progressive tendencies of the 1970s - a reference Work !
For Fans of Thin Lizzy, Horisont, Hypnos, Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath, Budgie, Dead Lord, Winterhawk, Corsair, Wishbone Ash, Black Trip,
Saturn
Excerpts is simultaneously warm in its production yet cool in execution, swaggering through its 43-minute duration with Uriah Heep‘s
jauntiness and lively playfulness. Simple guitar and keyboard leads dominate proceedings, occasionally layering in Maiden-esque harmonies,
and entirely avoiding an overt reliance on Black Sabbath unlike so many throwback rock and metal bands.
HALLATAR - No Stars Upon The Bridge (BLACK VELVET ED.*FIN DOOM METAL*SWALLOW THE SUN*AMOPRPHIS) - 30 €
Svart Records 2017 - Awesome melancholic Doom Metal with Juha Raivo (Swallow the Sun) + Tomi Joutsen (Vocals, Amorphis) + Heike
Langhans (Draconian)
Limited and already Sold out Edition "BLACK VELVET" - 300 copies on black vinyl in a grey velvet-covered gold foil -stamped gatefold jacket.
Hallatar brings you some of saddest Music over the last years ! Although a brand-new name, Hallatar features among its ranks Swallow the Sun
and Trees of Eternity guitarist Juha Raivio, Amorphis vocalist Tomi Joutsen, and former HIM drummer Gas Lipstick. In fact, one could see
Hallatar as an extension of Trees of Eternity
For Fans of Swallow the Sun, My Dying Bride, early Paradise Lost, Ahab
HALLATAR - No Stars Upon The Bridge (LIM.500 WHITE V.*FIN DOOM METAL*SWALLOW THE SUN*AMOPRPHIS) - 19 €
Svart Records 2017 - Awesome melancholic Doom Metal with Juha Raivo (Swallow the Sun) + Tomi Joutsen (Vocals, Amorphis) + Heike
Langhans (Draconian)
White vinyl, gatefold jacket, limited to 500.

Hallatar brings you some of saddest Music over the last years ! Although a brand-new name, Hallatar features among its ranks Swallow the Sun
and Trees of Eternity guitarist Juha Raivio, Amorphis vocalist Tomi Joutsen, and former HIM drummer Gas Lipstick. In fact, one could see
Hallatar as an extension of Trees of Eternity
For Fans of Swallow the Sun, My Dying Bride, early Paradise Lost, Ahab
HALLATAR - No Stars Upon The Bridge (LIM.BLACK V.*FIN DOOM METAL*SWALLOW THE SUN*AMOPRPHIS) - 18 €
Svart Records 2017 - Awesome melancholic Doom Metal with Juha Raivo (Swallow the Sun) + Tomi Joutsen (Vocals, Amorphis) + Heike
Langhans (Draconian)
Limited Black Vinyl Edition, Gatefold Cover
Hallatar brings you some of saddest Music over the last years ! Although a brand-new name, Hallatar features among its ranks Swallow the Sun
and Trees of Eternity guitarist Juha Raivio, Amorphis vocalist Tomi Joutsen, and former HIM drummer Gas Lipstick. In fact, one could see
Hallatar as an extension of Trees of Eternity
For Fans of Swallow the Sun, My Dying Bride, early Paradise Lost, Ahab
HARD ACTION - Hot Wired Beat (LIM.200 PURPLE V.*FANTASTIC HARD ROCK*#1 ROCK HARD*HELLACOPTERS*T.LIZZY) - 20 €
Svart Records 2017 - Brandnew fantastic Hard Rock (2nd Album) with killer guitar Work, fine melodies and the Rawness of Rock'n'Roll/Punk !
#1 in Rock Hard Soundcheck ! 9 from 10 points ! Limited Editon of 200 copies in Purple Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Thin Lizzy, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric, Horisont, Spider, Deadheads, Gluecifer, The Hellacopters
HARD ACTION - Hot Wired Beat (LIM.300 BLACK V.*FANTASTIC HARD ROCK*#1 ROCK HARD*HELLACOPTERS*T.LIZZY) - 18 €
Svart Records 2017 - Brandnew fantastic Hard Rock (2nd Album) with killer guitar Work, fine melodies and the Rawness of Rock'n'Roll/Punk !
#1 in Rock Hard Soundcheck ! 9 from 10 points ! Limited Editon of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Thin Lizzy, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric, Horisont, Spider, Deadheads, Gluecifer, The Hellacopters
HAVEN - Your Dying Day (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*US WHITE METAL*RECON*SACRED WARRIOR*DELIVERANCE) - 30 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import - Limited to just 200 Copies in Black Vinyl, don’t wait to snag your copy! Remastered by Rob
Colwell of Bombworks Sound, you know your ears are in for some elite metallic ear candy!
This 2017 Retroactive Records reissue see this classic progressive metal album on vinyl for the very first time!
Your Dying Day, is a stellar brand of progressive power metal with subtle thrash influences that provided musical and spiritual depth in the
face of cultural shallowness. It was the perfect album, released at just the right time.
For fans of Deliverance, Recon, Sacred Warrior, and Queensryche!
Haven was a Christian Heavy Metal band from the United States that released Your Dying Day on the legendary R.E.X. Records in 1990. The
album was, and still is, an example of a Christian band getting it right in terms of releasing music that stood apart from other heavy metal
bands through their artful progressive bent. This debut release showed its impact immediately by transcending the metal label, while sealing
the band's reputation for cerebral compositions. The 80's metal scene celebrated excessive use of drugs and alcohol, and that influence
resulted in alienation and hardship. Those hardships would open the gateway to Grunge and Alternative - but in 1990 we weren't there just
yet!
Queensryche set the bar for metal that moved beyond cliche' with 1988's Operation Mindcrime. Your Dying Day, is a stellar brand of
progressive power metal with subtle thrash influences that provided musical and spiritual depth in the face of cultural shallowness. It was the
perfect album, released at just the right time.
HAVEN - Your Dying Day (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL*US WHITE METAL*RECON*SACRED WARRIOR*DELIVERANCE) - 35 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import - Limited to just 100 copies in Red vinyl, don’t wait to snag your copy! Remastered by Rob Colwell
of Bombworks Sound, you know your ears are in for some elite metallic ear candy!
This 2017 Retroactive Records reissue see this classic progressive metal album on vinyl for the very first time!
Your Dying Day, is a stellar brand of progressive power metal with subtle thrash influences that provided musical and spiritual depth in the
face of cultural shallowness. It was the perfect album, released at just the right time.
For fans of Deliverance, Recon, Sacred Warrior, and Queensryche!
HAVEN - Age of Darkness (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*US WHITE METAL*CRIMSON GLORY*POWERSURGE) - 30 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import - The 2017 reissue of Age of Darkness on Retroactive Records sees this classic album on vinyl for
the very first time!
Limited Edition of only 200 copies in Black Vinyl. Get them while they last! Vinyl has been digitally remastered to perfection by Rob Colwell of
Bombworks Sound!
For Fans of Queensryche, Fifth Angel, Apocrypha, Powersurge, Crimson Glory and Metal Church.
1991's Age of Darkness is the second (and final) album from Christian metallers Haven. Before you conjure up images of Stryper, you'd do well
to give this one a chance. Where a band like Barren Cross drew its influences from Dio and Iron Maiden, Haven's sound owes more to a certain
Seattle sound like Queensryche, Fifth Angel, and Metal Church.
Age of Darkness is a very impressive traditional/power metal album, full of great melodies, shredding guitars, and a Geoff Tate-inspired vocal
style. There are a couple instances of Dokken-style balladeering, but for the most part this is a fast paced power metal album that should
please fans of Apocrypha, Powersurge, Crimson Glory, and any of the bands mentioned earlier. Haven is a Christian band, but they're not
overly "churchy" with their lyrics, so Age of Darkness shouldn't alienate the average metal fan. Believe me; this one's much more likely to
induce headbanging than Bible-thumping!
HAVEN - Age of Darkness (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE V.*US WHITE METAL*CRIMSON GLORY*APOCRYPHA) - 35 €
Retroactive Records 2017 - US Direct Import - The 2017 reissue of Age of Darkness on Retroactive Records sees this classic album on vinyl for
the very first time!
Limited Edition of only 100 copies in Blue Vinyl. Get them while they last! Vinyl has been digitally remastered to perfection by Rob Colwell of
Bombworks Sound!
For Fans of Queensryche, Fifth Angel, Apocrypha, Powersurge, Crimson Glory and Metal Church.

HOLY SOLDIER - Last Train (NEW*LIM.150 RED VINYL*US WHITE METAL CLASSIC*QUEENSRYCHE) - 30 €
Roxx Production 2017 - Brandnew US Direct Import ! This limited edition pressing with 150 on red vinyl only - for the very first time this album
has ever been pressed on vinyl!
For Fans of Barren Cross, Stryper, Dokken, Sacred Warrior, Queensryche
Formed by bassist Andy Robbins and guitarist Jamie Cramer, Holy Soldier burst on to the scene in 1985 taking the Christian rock world by
storm. The band played all over the US but very quickly built a large following in their home state of California. At one time the band held the
largest attendance records at the famous Hollywood night club Gazzarri's. By 1990 the band would release their debut self-titled album which
would draw even more attention and success to the band allowing them to continue to tour and record. By 1992 the band would release their
highly anticipated sophomore effort titled ‘Last Train’ which would even further their success and broaden their market reach across the
world. The band would play live relentlessly, touring all over, winning two Dove awards and building an amazing following all over the world.
“ ‘Last Train’ shows a band at the peak of their prowess. With grit and determination Holy Soldier shows that they were not followers in a
narrow glam scene but were an exceptional hard rock act that worked hard to create a unique sound that deserved more recognition than
they received. All the years of slugging it out in the L.A. club scene were not lost on this talented five piece, producer David Zaffiro pulled out
the best they had and helped to craft an under rated gem.” Keven Crothers (White Throne / Heaven’s Metal)
This year marks the 25th anniversary of that sophomore release ‘Last Train’ and with that we are going to celebrate and give this classic
release a much needed reissue giving it that special Roxx treatment. The music on this reissue will be exactly as it originally appeared in 1992
track by track, but featuring a complete and new remaster done by J Powell at Steinhaus Remastering, and it sounds amazing! In addition this
reissue will feature some slightly updated artwork, however keeping the integrity, look and feel of that classic original pressing. This brand new
interpretation of the artwork as well as the full layout and design was done by Scott Waters (Roxx Records / No Life Til Metal).
HOLY SOLDIER - Last Train (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*US WHITE METAL CLASSIC*QUEENSRYCHE) - 28 €
Roxx Production 2017 - Brandnew US Direct Import ! This limited edition pressing with 350 on black vinyl only - for the very first time this
album has ever been pressed on vinyl!
For Fans of Barren Cross, Stryper, Dokken, Sacred Warrior, Queensryche
HONEYMOON DISEASE - Part Human, Mostly Beast (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*HARD ROCK*GIRLSCHOOL) - 20 €
The Sign Records 2017 - Limited black vinyl, download card, printed inner sleeve
Killer 70/80's Hard Rock from Sweden with unbelivable great Melodies/Hooks, twin guitar leads + awesome female Vocals !
For Fans of The Runaways, Girlschool, Thin Lizzy, Dead Lord, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric
HONEYMOON DISEASE - Part Human, Mostly Beast (NEW*LIM.200 COLORED V.*HARD ROCK*GIRLSCHOOL) - 22 €
The Sign Records 2017 - Limited 200 colored vinyl, download card, printed inner sleeve
Killer 70/80's Hard Rock from Sweden with unbelivable great Melodies/Hooks, twin guitar leads + awesome female Vocals !
For Fans of The Runaways, Girlschool, Thin Lizzy, Dead Lord, Black Trip, Imperial State Electric
ICE AGE - Breaking the Ice (LIM.BLACK VINYL*SWE SPEED/THRASH METAL*FEMALE BAND*MEGADETH) - 20 €
GMR 2017 - SWE Import - Official Debut release from these Female Heavy/Speed/Thrash Metal Band from SWEDEN - Swedish female
Megadeth - they were once called !
Limited Edition of 500 copies on Black Vinyl
2 Original Members + 2 new members and we have 5 old Demo Songs (new recorded) + 5 new Songs and it sounds all lit it should, oldschool as
Hell !
Speed + Thrash Metal for Fans of Megadeth, early Testament or Death Angel !
Ice Age hail from Gothenburg, Sweden and came into being in early 1985. Meeting through a music store advertisement, Sabrina Kihlstrand
and Pia Nyström formed Ice Age. With the roster rounded out by Helena Kihlstrand (Sabrina‘s sister) and Tina Strömberg, Ice Age were more
power metal oriented in the early stages. Originally named Rock Solid, they changed to Ice Age after the first demo. As the Ice Age sound
became rawer, they moved into playing very technical thrash. Touring several countries and playing many festivals, these Swedish ladies
gradually gained more and more popularity. By 1990 Ice Age had recorded four demos. Rock Solid (1986), General Alert (1987), Untitled
(1988), and Instant Justice (1989).
IRON GRIFFIN - Same (NEW*FIN HEAVY METAL*LIM.350 BLACK V.*M.FATE*OMEN*WARLORD*B.HELM) - 17 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl ! Classic Heavy Metal from FInland (Mausoleum Gate Member)here
in the vein of Mercyful Fate, Warlord, Brocas Helm, Omen, Dark Quarterer and Stormwitch. The success of Finnish retro rockers Mausoleum
Gate has only heightened the creative spirit of its drummer, Oskari Räsänen. Whereas Mausoleum Gate takes its cues from proto-metal and
’70s rock, Iron Griffin tackles vintage metal with full aplomb. Backed by the soaring, falsetto-driven vocals of Toni Pentikäinen, the five songs
(including one brief intro) that make up the band’s self-titled EP combine “Melissa”-era Mercyful Fate with the marauding melodic sensibility
of NWOBHM. And as expected, the production here is crisp and warm, devoid of any sort of “modern” shades and hues, allowing for Räsänen’s
smart, compact arrangements to shine. A total classic heavy metal package, Iron Griffin’s self-titled EP is on-the-money for those who
appreciate true song-craft, top-notch melodies and the sensation of dropping the needle on the vinyl record of your favorite metal band.
LADY BEAST - Vicious Breed (LIM.150 MUSTARD V.*US METAL*FEMALE VOCALS*SLOUGH FEG*ARGUS*MAIDEN*PRIEST) - 19 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2017 - Fantastic 3rd full length from Pittsburgh's finest - US METAL with awesome female Vocals of Deborah Levine !
Limited Edition of 150 copies in Mustard Vinyl + Insert ! For fans of early Iron Maiden, early 80's Priest, Angel Witch, Diamond Head and also
more recent bands like Air Raid, Ambush, Argus, Slough Feg !
LADY BEAST - Vicious Breed (LIM.350 BLACK V.*US METAL*FEMALE VOCALS*SLOUGH FEG*ARGUS*MAIDEN*PRIEST) - 17 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2017 - Fantastic 3rd full length from Pittsburgh's finest - US METAL with awesome female Vocals of Deborah Levine !
Limited Edition of 350 copies in BLACK Vinyl + Insert !
For fans of early Iron Maiden, early 80's Priest, Angel Witch, Diamond Head and also more recent bands like Air Raid, Ambush, Argus, Slough
Feg !

MALFEITOR - 1987-1988 LP (NEW*US THRASH METAL*LIM.300 BLACK V.*SADUS*SLAUGHTER LORD) - 20 €
Buried By Time And Dust Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 300 copies in black vinyl + Insert !
Many here are familiar with the 1987 "Diablolic Youth" Demo which had been released on 7" back in 2003. For those that are not it is 11
minutes of vicious death thrash in the veins of Poison, Slaughter Lord, Sadus and Merciless.
Before disbanding the band did an additional four track demo in the same vein if not a bit more technical.
This 12" includes all seven tracks for the first time on vinyl
MATTHIAS STEELE - Haunting Tales Of A Warrior's Past (NEW*LIM.350 DLP*US METAL 1991*D.BLESSING) - 20 €
Minotauro Records 2017 - Limited DLP in Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover, 350 Copies ! First time on vinyl, Re-mastered from the original master
tapes. 3-sided + insert
Fantastic US Epic/Power Metal - Rerelease of their 1991 Debut Album - Classic US Power Metal with NWOBHM influences and some
Prog/Thrash Metal elements and High Pitched Vocals.
For Fans of Liege Lord, Oliver Magnum, Dark Age, Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road, Brocasl Helm, Deadly Blessing, Tyrant UK, Cloven Hoof, King
Diamond, Byfist
NIGHT VIPER - Exterminator (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER V.*FEMALE V.*SPEED METAL) - 21 €
Listenable Records 2017 - Limited transparent clear/ black splatter vinyl, ltd 200, insert, gatefold cover - SWE Female fronted Speed Metal !
Brandnew 2nd Album from SWE Night Viper - awesome powerful female Vocals and a Mix between Hard Rock, Speed Metal + Thrash Metal !
For Fans of Slingblade, Metallica - Kill 'em All period, ACID
ORANSSI PAZUZU - KEVÄT / VÄRIMYRSKY 10" EP (NEW*EXCL. SONGS*LIM.300 BLACK V.*TOUR EP) - 17 €
20 Buck Spin Records 2017 - US Direct Import ! Nihilistic Post Rock at its best ! Limited 300 Black Vinyl !
It features 2 previously unreleased Oranssi Pazuzu tracks. Once the release is sold out it will never be pressed again.
This 10" inch with two exclusive Oranssi Pazuzu songs was made for their 2017 tour cycle and until now sold only via the band at the shows.
From Oranssi Pazuzu: "Although not “new” in every sense of the word - the first song ‘Kevät’ was recorded during Valonielu sessions in 2013,
but left out from the album because it’s darker mood didn’t quite seem to fit in with the other songs’ more cosmic approach. The second,
‘Värimyrsky’, is also an older and more nihilistic one, that we have been playing with for a long time, and now finally decided to record it in our
home cave with the help from our Brother-in-Wastement Jussi Saarivuori." Soundtrack, Post Rock, Kraut Rock, Black Metal - a mix of MAYHEM,
KING CRIMSON, PINK FLOYD , LIMBONIC ART, ARCTURUS, MYSTICUM
ORANSSI PAZUZU - KEVÄT / VÄRIMYRSKY 10" EP (NEW*EXCL. SONGS*LIM.200 BLUE V.*TOUR EP) - 17 €
20 Buck Spin Records 2017 - US Direct Import ! Nihilistic Post Rock at its best ! Limited 200 Blue Vinyl !
It features 2 previously unreleased Oranssi Pazuzu tracks. Once the release is sold out it will never be pressed again.
This 10" inch with two exclusive Oranssi Pazuzu songs was made for their 2017 tour cycle and until now sold only via the band at the shows.
From Oranssi Pazuzu: "Although not “new” in every sense of the word - the first song ‘Kevät’ was recorded during Valonielu sessions in 2013,
but left out from the album because it’s darker mood didn’t quite seem to fit in with the other songs’ more cosmic approach. The second,
‘Värimyrsky’, is also an older and more nihilistic one, that we have been playing with for a long time, and now finally decided to record it in our
home cave with the help from our Brother-in-Wastement Jussi Saarivuori."Soundtrack, Post Rock, Kraut Rock, Black Metal - a mix of MAYHEM,
KING CRIMSON, PINK FLOYD , LIMBONIC ART, ARCTURUS, MYSTICUM
PROCESSION - Doom Decimation (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*EPIC/DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 350, gatefold cover with gold hotfoil, 4 page insert
Brandnew Epic Power Metal Highlight from Chile/Sweden for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Count Raven
8,5 from 10 in Rock Hard by Boris Kaiser, Soundcheck #4
PROCESSION - Doom Decimation (NEW*LIM.500 GOLD V:*EPIC/DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in gold vinyl, ltd 500, gatefold cover with gold hotfoil, 4 page insert
Brandnew Epic Power Metal Highlight from Chile/Sweden for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Count Raven
8,5 from 10 in Rock Hard by Boris Kaiser, Soundcheck #4
PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT - Sound Of The Wind (LIM.100 BRONZE*ITA DOOM ROCK/METAL*WUCAN*JATAO*BLUES PILLS) - 22€
Listenable Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in Bronze Vinyl, Gatefold Cover !
Following their Demo + their debut album "The Vision" + the special release "Magick Rites and Spells", Italian occult-doom-rockers
PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT now return with their brandnew Album!
ITA Heavy/Doom Rock/Metal at its very best - for Fans of Blood Ceremony, Mount Salem, Wucan, Jess and the Ancient ones, Blues Pills
PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT - Sound Of The Wind (LIM.400 BLACK V.*ITA DOOM ROCK/METAL*WUCAN*JATAO*BLUES PILLS) - 20 €
Listenable Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover !
Following their Demo + their debut album "The Vision" + the special release "Magick Rites and Spells", Italian occult-doom-rockers
PSYCHEDELIC WITCHCRAFT now return with their brandnew Album!
ITA Heavy/Doom Rock/Metal at its very best - for Fans of Blood Ceremony, Mount Salem, Wucan, Jess and the Ancient ones, Blues Pills
PURPLE HILL WITCH - Celestial Cemetary (LIM.200 ORANGE V.*DOOM METAL*COUNT RAVEN*ORCHID*WITCHCRAFT) - 19 €
The Church within Records 2017 - Fantastic 2nd Album by PURPLE HILL WITCH from Norway ! Limited Orange Vinyl Edition - 200 copies +
Insert !
A must have for all Fans of Orchid, old Black Sabbath with Ozzy, Witchcraft, Saint Vitus, Witchfinder General and Count Raven
With their sophomore album Celestial Cemetery out on Church Within Records, Norwegian Purple Hill Witch hits a sweet spot in the metal
triangle between Angel Witch, Black Sabbath and Hawkwind. It's that alchemistic moment where psych, doom, NWOBH, proto metal and rock

is molded and sculpted into a perfect entity. Whereas their debut album had more of a stoner rock vibe to it, the new album takes the listener
on a sheer proto doom journey past vast galaxies of swirling, Iommic riffs, blistering soli, driving drums and a steady surge of pulsating bass.
What really strikes through on Celestial Cemetery is how much atmosphere and true feeling the band manages to cramp into the furrows of
their sonic landscape - this album oozes with hallucinogenic visions of occult rituals and barren medieval country sides haunted by wicked
witches. As such it leaves an even darker, more sinister imprint, and if there ever was an immaculate soundtrack for when going witch hunting
across celestial cemeteries this would have to be it. Grab the magic wand and a copy of Purple Hill Witch's new album before the next hunt,
you will need it.
PURPLE HILL WITCH - Celestial Cemetary (LIM.BLACK V.*DOOM METAL*COUNT RAVEN*ORCHID*WITCHCRAFT) - 18 €
The Church within Records 2017 - Fantastic 2nd Album by PURPLE HILL WITCH from Norway ! Limited Black Vinyl Edition + Insert !
A must have for all Fans of Orchid, old Black Sabbath with Ozzy, Witchcraft, Saint Vitus, Witchfinder General and Count Raven
RAM - Rod (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*180gr*DEAF FOREVER #1 SOUNDCHECK*JUDAS PRIEST) - 17 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - Limited 180g black vinyl, gatefold cover, poster, insert
9 from 10 points in DEAF FOREVER by Götz Kühnemund - Soundcheck WINNER #1 !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Mercyful Fate, In Solitude, Air Raid, ACCEPT
RAM - Rod (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER FLAME V.*DEAF FOREVER #1 SOUNDCHECK*JUDAS PRIEST) - 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - Limited 180g flame splatter vinyl, ltd 200, gatefold cover, poster, insert
9 from 10 points in DEAF FOREVER by Götz Kühnemund - Soundcheck WINNER #1 !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Mercyful Fate, In Solitude, Air Raid, ACCEPT
RAM - Rod LEATHER BOX SET (NEW*LIM.500 BOX - LP+CD+EXCL. 7"+FLAG+POSTER*DEAF FOREVER #1 SOUNDCHECK) - 47 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - Limited 500 Leather Box incl.:
Orange-brown/ black marbled vinyl vinyl
Digipak CD,
Backpatch,
Poster flag,
Signed photo card, #
excl. 7" single
A: In League With Satan (VENOM Cover)
B: Beyond The Gates Of Doom (EXCITER Cover)
9 from 10 points in DEAF FOREVER by Götz Kühnemund - Soundcheck WINNER #1 !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Mercyful Fate, In Solitude, Air Raid, ACCEPT
RAPID - Ancient Force 7" (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*SPEED METAL*RANGER*EXCITER*AGENT STEEL) - 10 €
Svart Records 2017 - Limited to 300 copies, this one-time pressing is guaranteed to sell out fast.
More exciting than Exciter, more dangerous than Ranger? Possessed by Destruction and seething with Venom, Finland’s Rapid are about to
graduate from the Old School of Heavy Metal. The youthful trio, with Vincent Revenge on bass and vocals, Atte “Spectre” Nikku on guitar and
The Goon on drums, have already been picked as the Band of the Week by Fenriz in 2016 based on their Deadly Torment demo tape, which
became something of an underground sensation.
For Fans of Stalker, Agent Steel, Mercyful Fate, Exciter, Ranger, Destruction, Razor
SADUS – Illusions (NEW*LIM.150 BLUE or RED or PUPLE MARBLED V.*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC 1988) - 22 €
US Fanclub Eition 2017 - Limited Edition of 150 copies in Blue Marbled Vinyl + 150 RED + 150 Purple Vinyl - Remastered !
Fantastic US Thrash Metal Classic - originally released 1988 on Sadus Records ! For Fans of Slaughter, early Sepultura, Slayer, Morbid Angel,
Exodus, Cryptopsy
SANHEDRIN - A Funeral for the World (LIM.300 GREEN V.*US METAL*PRIVATE*I.MAIDEN*MAGIC CIRCLE) - 27 €
US Private Press 2017 - Fantastic Newcomer from USA with a killer Mix of classic US Metal / Speed Metal and some Doom Elements !
Limited Edition of 300 copies in coke bottle green Vinyl - one time pressing - US Direct Import + Insert
For Fans of Lizzy Borden / Thin Lizzy / Queensryche / Iron Maiden / Axe Witch / Tokyo Blade meets Magic Circle / Trouble / The Obsessed
SAVAGE MASTER - Creature of the Flames MLP (NEW*LIM.BEER VINYL*US METAL*FEMALE V.) - 16 €
High Roller Records 2017- Limited Ed. Of 450 x transparent beer coloured vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, cardboard insert
Brandnew MLP from these US Metal Masters with great female Vocals – in the vein of Cirith Ungol - 4 brand new tracks + Death or Glory
(Holocaust cover)
SAVAGE MASTER - Creature of the Flames MLP (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*US METAL*FEMALE V.) - 16 €
High Roller Records 2017- Limited Ed. Of 400 x Black vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, cardboard insert
Brandnew MLP from these US Metal Masters with great female Vocals – in the vein of Cirith Ungol - 4 brand new tracks + Death or Glory
(Holocaust cover)
SEAX - Speed Metal Mania (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*US SPEED METAL*AGENT STEEL*EXCITER) - 16 €
Diabolic Might Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 400 copies in Black Vinyl !
US Speed Metal at its best - Top 100 Speed Metal Album in Deaf Forever Special !
For Fans of Agent Steel, Raven, Exciter, early Accept
SORCERER - The Crowning of the Fire King (NEW*LIM. 300 DLP GOLD MARBLED+POSTER) - 23 €

Metal Blade Records 2017 - Strictly LTD.ED. 2LP on GOLDEN SAND MARBLED VINYL + 2-sided poster! Strictly limited to 300 numbered copies
worldwide!
Epic Power Metal Highlight for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Procession
SORCERER - Sirens 7" (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*EPIC DOOM METAL*PROCESSION) - 8 €
Metal Blade Records, b/w Disciples of the Dark, black vinyl, ltd 300
Epic Power Metal Highlight for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Procession
SORCERER - Sirens 7" (NEW*LIM.200 TURQUOISE BLUE VINYL*CANDLEMASS) - 9 €
Metal Blade Records 2017 - b/w Disciples of the Dark, turquoise blue vinyl, ltd 200
Epic Power Metal Highlight for Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Below, Procession
STÄLKER - Shadow Of The Sword (NEW*LIM.100 SILVER VINYL*UNDERGROUND POWER ED) - 22 €
Napalm Records 2017 - Fantastic Speed Metal Debut from NEW ZEALAND ! EX - Razorwyre ! Follow up to their Underground Power Records
Debut 7" SATANIC PANIC !
This is the strictly Limited "Underground Power Records" - Edition - in SILVER 180gr Vinyl - Limited to 100 Hand Numbered Copies Only - When
they are gone they are gone forever !
Gatefold Cover + Special Underground Power Sticker "Where Stalker's Steel was forged" !
For Fans of early Exciter, Whiplash, early Slayer, Ranger, Agent Steel, Forte, Razor
STÄLKER - Shadow Of The Sword (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*NZ SPEED METAL) - 18 €
Napalm Records 2017 - Fantastic Speed Metal Debut from NEW ZEALAND ! EX - Razorwyre ! Follow up to their Underground Power Records
Debut 7" SATANIC PANIC !
Limited Black 180gr Vinyl, Gatefold Cover
For Fans of early Exciter, Whiplash, early Slayer, Ranger, Agent Steel, Forte, Razor
Insane high Speed Riff Massacre with powerful Vocals and high screams ! This is classic 80's Speed Metal !
Back to the glory of the 80s! A neck-wrecking barrage of pure speed metal mayhem!
Welcome back to the glory of the 80s! With "Shadow Of The Sword" STÄLKER send you back on a trip in time to the wild days of raw Speed
Metal mayhem. Heavy tempo driven songs up to full speed! Your head will be crushed into a million pieces with a bunch of divebomboverloads, thrash metal shredding, blastbeats and high pitched falsetto vocals. You certainly can't ask for more. Songs like "Satanic Panic",
"Shocked To Death" and "Steel God” speak volumes. It's not only the forceful cranked speed of light that harkens back to early SLAYER. It's
those gnarly screams that echo from the deepest catacombs of your mind. These fearless legends are set to release a most sinister monster
album from their beautiful home of New Zealand.
STEREO NASTY - Twisting the Blade (LIM.400 BLACK V.*HEAVY METAL*OMEN*WARRIOR*WASP*DOKKEN) - 16 €
Diabolical Might Records 2017 - Brandnew Killer 2nd Album - Anthemic 80's metal done right.
Limited Edition of 400 Black Vinyl with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve
Vinyl mastering by Andi Süss
For fans of WASP, DOKKEN, MALICE, JUDAS PRIEST, WARRIOR, OMEN
SYRUS - Tales of War (LIM.200 RED VINYL+BONUS*US TEXAS METAL KILLER*HANKER*JAG PANZER*HELSTAR) - 22 €
No Dust Reccords 2017 - Brandnew US Metal Killer from San Antonio, TEXAS ! Killer US Metal with awesome Vocals from Geoff Dee (EX Wicked Angel).
Limited Special Vinyl Edition - 200 copies in RED Vinyl, Hand numbered + Bonus Track - 10 tracks, special vinyl mastered sound, printed color
inner sleeve, 30x30 folded full color 4 pages poster The Band started in 1983 and had released several Demos - one with Ray Alder (Fates
Warning) on Vocals. These Demos have been released by Steel legacy a few years ago.
For Fans of Jag Panzer, Hanker, Helstar, Vicious Rumors
SYRUS - Tales of War (LIM.300 BLACK VINYL+BONUS*US TEXAS METAL KILLER*HANKER*JAG PANZER*HELSTAR) - 21 €
No Dust Reccords 2017 - Brandnew US Metal Killer from San Antonio, TEXAS ! Killer US Metal with awesome Vocals from Geoff Dee (EX Wicked Angel).
Limited Special Vinyl Edition - 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Bonus Track - 10 tracks, special vinyl mastered sound, printed color inner sleeve,
30x30 folded full color 4 pages poster The Band started in 1983 and had released several Demos - one with Ray Alder (Fates Warning) on
Vocals. These Demos have been released by Steel legacy a few years ago.
For Fans of Jag Panzer, Hanker, Helstar, Vicious Rumors
THE LAMP OF THOTH - Do Not Cross the Lamp (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*OCCULT DOOM/NWOBHM) - 21 €
Buried By Time And Dust Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in black vinyl + Gatefold Cover w/ lyrics/pics LP features the full 2006
demo that introduced the world to the Lamp with two additional tracks to round put the lp. Simply the best they have ever done !
Occult Doom/NWOBHM at its Best !
THE LAMP OF THOTH - Do Not Cross the Lamp (NEW*LIM.250 PURPLE V.*OCCULT DOOM/NWOBHM) - 21 €
Buried By Time And Dust Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in Purple vinyl + Gatefold Cover w/ lyrics/pics LP features the full 2006
demo that introduced the world to the Lamp with two additional tracks to round put the lp. Simply the best they have ever done !
Occult Doom/NWOBHM at its Best !
THE TEMPLE - Forevermourn (NEW*LIM.411 BLACK V.*EPIC DOOM*SOLITUDE AETURNUS) - 16 €
I Hate Records 2017 - Brandnew Limited black Vinyl Release of this Epic Doom Metal Killer ! The Band will perform live at the Hammer of Doom
Festival 2017
For Fans of Candlemass, Trouble, Solitude Aeturnus, Warning

TYFON'S DOOM - Emperor's Path (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*FIN NWOBHM*MAIDEN*DARK FOREST) - 17 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2017 - Brandnew 2nd Album - Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Mercyful Fate, Dark Forest, Satan's Fall, Angel Sword Too often, classic or traditional metal bands get caught in the
vacuum of relying too much on the past. Not Tyfon’s Doom sole member, Tommi Varsala. Varsala’s innate ability to create classic, but timely
metal rung true throughout “Yeth Hound”, but it’s even more prominent on the band’s first full-length, “Emperor’s Path”. The album’s 11
songs brim with confidence, not to forget a production job that puts “Yeth Hound” to shame. It’s classic metal for the modern age. Recorded
from autumn 2016 to February 2017 primarily in Tampere, Finland in Varsala’s own rehearsal studio, “Emperor’s Path” marks the first Tyfon’s
Doom release to feature drummer Cederick Forsberg (Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas, Cloven Altar) who laid down his parts at Studio 2-takt in
Sweden. This allowed Varsala to focus on what he does best, namely, melodic, surging numbers, stocked with flighty twin-guitar harmonies
and his throaty rasp, best described as the denim-wearing cross between MOTÖRHEAD legend Lemmy Kilmister and Destruction’s Schmier.
While songs like album opener “Tyrant’s Sceptre” and “Beyond Treason” are molten slabs of pure metal, the brilliant stacked melodies that
kick off “The Hidden Hand” and ride throughout “Moonlight” showcase an outfit capable of combining the never-say-die melodies of
NWOBHM with the bright melodicism of the band’s Finnish homeland.
VENOM - Live from the Hammersmith Odeon Theatre (NEW*LIM.400 GOLD VINYL*LIVE 1985) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in gold vinyl, ltd 400, 5c 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, 12 page A4 booklet, mastered for vinyl by
Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY in March 2017.
What you hold in your hands is the entire performance of their October 8th 1985 appearance: »Live From The Hammersmith Odeon Theatre«.
VENOM - Live from the Hammersmith Odeon Theatre (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*LIVE 1985) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2017 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 200, 5c 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, 12 page A4 booklet, mastered for vinyl by
Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY in March 2017.
What you hold in your hands is the entire performance of their October 8th 1985 appearance: »Live From The Hammersmith Odeon Theatre«.

BACK IN STOCK VINYL
BLACK FATE – Commander of Fate (NEW*LIM.500 GREEN VINYL*GER METAL CLASSIC*2nd PRESS) – 18 €
EVIL INVADERS - Same (NEW*SPEED METAL*LIM. BLACK VINYL*TOXIK*AGENT STEEL)
- 17 €
Empire Records 2013/2017 - Brandnew Rerelease of this long time sold out fantastic Speed Metal Newcomer from Belgium. This is some of the
best Speed Metal i have heard over the last years !
Finally available again on limited Edition in Black Vinyl + printed Insert !
Brilliant guitar work with razorsharp Riffs, speedy double leads and fantastic Melodies, a young John Cyriis on Vocals and all this on very high
lever for a new young Band. This is a must have - support the Underground !
For Fans of Agent Steel, Abattoir, Exciter, Savage Grace, Toxik, Iron Maiden on Speed
ORNE - The Tree of Life (NEW*LIM.200 BLUE VINYL*DOOM/PROG/70ies ROCK*REVEREND BIZARRE) - 18 €
Svart Records 2017 - This was maybe the best 70ies/Prog/Doom Rock Album of the year 2011 - now as high quality reissue, limited to 200 on
blue vinyl.
Orne's second album appeared in 2011 and was available on vinyl only for a fleeting moment.
Orne were Reverend Bizarre's alter ego in a sense, as they were the guitarist Peter Vicar/Kimi Kärki's vehicle for his progressive rock oriented
compositions. Joined by vocalist Albert Witchfinder, drummer Earl of Void plus Pekka Pitkälä on guitar, Timo Oksanen on flute and Pirkka Leino
on keyboards, Orne are a brilliant conjoining of early 70's prog rock sensibilities with a certain esoteric qualities familiar from its members'
other projects already.
9 of 10 Points in the new Rock Hard Magazine !
PALLBEARER - Sorrow and Extinction (NEW*LIM.250 DLP*CLEAR/BLACK VINYL*US EPIC/DOOM) - 27 €
20 Buck Spin Records 2017/2012 - US Direct Import ! Limited Edition DLP, Gatefold Cover, 250 copies in ultra clear with black smoke Vinyl !
Fantastic US Epic Doom Metal - This is a must have for all While Heaven Wept supporters who wish the back the days of "Sorrow of the
Angels" or "Of Empires forlorn" ! Sorrow and Extinction is a majestic release, and one of the finest doom albums I've heard lately. Brilliant and
melancholic guitar melodies that spring to mind acts such as Warning and WHW. The bass is fucking massive here, which really adds to the
doom factor, humming from the speakers and shaking the earth, the riffs are pretty heavy to begin with, featuring an awesome tone but
damn, coupled with the bass; absolute anvil dropping magic. The vocals themselves are well done, emotional and powerful!
For Fans of old While Heaven Wept, Warning, Solstice, Count Raven, Saint Vitus, Trouble
POUNDING METAL - A Tribute To Exciter (NEW*LIM.200 RED V.*ATTACKER*RAM*VISIGOTH) - 17 €
Empire Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 200 copies in Red Vinyl ! A Tribute to the Speed Metal Gods from Canada !
POUNDING METAL - A Tribute To Exciter (NEW*LIM.150 BLUE/GREEN V.*ATTACKER*RAM*VISIGOTH) - 17 €
Empire Records 2017 - Limited Edition of 150 copies in transparent BLUE/GREEN marbled Vinyl ! A Tribute to the Speed Metal Gods from
Canada !
WOLF - Edge of the World (NEW*LIM.300 RED V.*NWOBHM GEM*EF BAND*QUARTZ*SARACEN) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2017 - reissue 2017, transparent blood red vinyl, ltd 300, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, lyric sheet, poster, specially
mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony - EX- Black Axe, originally released on Mausoleum Records 1984 !
Classic NWOBHM for Fans of Quartz, E.F. Band, Blue Öyster Cult, Ethel the Frog, Saracen

TAPES
COVEN - The Advent TAPE (NEW*KILLER JAP METAL*NWOBHM*LOUDNESS*ANTHEM) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2017 - Limited Tape Edition - 200 copies only !
Killer heavy metal from Tokyo, Japan. Coven combine the melodic heavy metal emerging from the UK in the early 1980s with the distinct
sound of the metallic offerings from their home country.
For Fans of early Loudness, Anthem, Earthshaker, Outrage combined with classic NWOBHM in the vein of Tygers of Pan Tang, Angel Witch or
Blitzkrieg
FREEWAYS - Cold Front TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*CAN HASRD ROCK*BÖC*T.LIZZY*UFO*TAROT) - 8 €
Heavy Chains Records 2017 - Limited Tape Edition - 200 copies only !
Outstanding Hrad Rock from Canada. Freeways take influence from the hard sounds of the mid to late 1970s, showing a nod to bands like Thin
Lizzy, UFO, and Blue Oyster Cult. However is is no tribute act, on Cold Front the band has already developed a strong sound of their own, and
with a debut release this strong the band has a promising future!
For Fans of UFO, TAROT, THIN LIZZY, BLUE ÖYSTER CULT
PAGAN ALTAR - The Room of Shadows TAPE (UK EPIC METAL/NWOBHM*10/10 DEAF FOREVER) - 10 €
Temple Of Mystery 2017 - Brandnew milestone with Occult Epic Metal /NWOBHM incl. Terry Jones on vocals (RIP) !
Limited Edition TAPE - CAN Direct Import !
Pagan Altar are one of the originators of doomy NWOBHM, mixing their 70's influences into occult-tinged heavy metal. Alongside bands like
Witchfinder General and Legend, their very own unique breed of mystical doom metal was unfortunately sunk into obscurity after no interest
were shown from labels. Despite that, the timelessness of their music ultimately prevailed as doom-obsessed fanatics kept Pagan Altar's music
alive over two and a half decades by trading their self-titled demo cassette and even bootlegging it.
THORZEL - Same TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*BRA HEAVY/SPEED METAL*R.WILD*IRONSWORD*G.DIGGER) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2017 - Limited Tape Edition - 200 copies only !
Pit fighting epic barbarian heavy metal from Brazil! Thorzel keep it fast, heavy and tough with their self titled debut full length album!
Classic 80's influenced Heavy/Speed Metal from Brazil for Fans of Running Wild, Grave Digger, Ironsword, Lonewolf, Helloween
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Germany
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FORTHCOMING RELEASES – February/March 2018
UP040 - Aircraft LP (LIM.300 - 100 col. + 200 black Vinyl) - tba
UP052 - Destroyer LP (LIM. 300 copies) - tba
UP053 - Carnage LP (LIM. 300 copies) - tba
UP054 - Battle Axe (US) LP (LIM.300 copies) - tba
UP056 - Unearthed Elf (US) - tba
UP061 - Metalian (CAN) - Midnight Rider CD
UP062 - Metalian (CAN) - Midnight Rider LP
UP063 – M.A.S.A.C.R.E. – Sin Piedad LP
UP064 - Blazon Stone - Down in the Dark (LIM.500 copies)

